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ABSTRACT 
 
  

Mutualism is an often-complex positive interaction between species, each of 

which responds independently to varying biotic and abiotic conditions. Temperature is an 

important factor that can affect species both directly (e.g., physiologically) and indirectly 

(e.g., via its effects on interactions with consumers, competitors, and mutualists). 

Although much research has investigated the consequences of temperature for individual 

organisms, the effects of temperature on the formation, dissolution, and success of 

species interactions remain minimally understood. The unique ways in which species 

respond to temperature likely play a role in structuring communities. Environmental 

heterogeneity, including the thermal environment, can promote coexistence when species 

exploit resources in different ways, such as by occupying different thermal niches. This 

dissertation examines the consequences of temperature for participants in an ant-plant 

protection mutualism, and investigates how the thermal ecology of individual species 

affects the interaction. 

Many mutualisms involve multiple species, or interacting guilds. In these 

mutualisms, species interact with partner species that vary in multiple characteristics. 

Mutualists are quite sensitive to both partner quantity and partner quality (e.g., their 

effectiveness at performing a beneficial task). Mutualisms between ants and plants are 

common across a variety of habitats worldwide, which differ in thermal range, 

fluctuation, and seasonality. In light of ants’ well-studied and predictable responses to 

temperature, ant-plant interaction networks provide excellent systems for studying the 

thermal ecology of mutualisms.  
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In ant-plant protection mutualisms, each of the participants (ants, plants, and 

enemies) likely differs in its response to temperature. In addition to the direct effects of 

temperature on ant species, temperature may affect the magnitude of mutualistic 

interactions among species by affecting the quantity and quality of the reward offered to 

partners, and the activity of the partners themselves and the plant’s enemies (i.e., 

herbivores). If herbivores are more thermally tolerant than the mutualistic ant defenders, 

the consequences for plants may well be severe; however, if herbivores are less thermally 

tolerant than are the ants, the effects of rising temperatures might be mitigated: although 

less-effective ants might be more frequent in a warmer world, herbivores would be less 

abundant there.  

This dissertation describes the thermal ecology of the participants in a mutualism 

between the cactus Ferocactus wislizeni and four of its common ant defenders (Forelius 

pruinosus, Crematogaster opuntiae, Solenopsis aurea, and Solenopsis xyloni) in the 

extreme environment of the Sonoran Desert, USA. The ants are attracted to extrafloral 

nectar produced by the plant, and in exchange protect the plants from herbivores, 

including a common phytophagous cactus bug, Narnia pallidicornis (Hemiptera: 

Coreidae). Specifically, it investigates how thermal ecology of the individual species 

affects the interactions among those species. Also, it considers the impact of a tradeoff 

between behavioral dominance and thermal tolerance among ants.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
 

Explanation of the problem and a review of the literature 
 

Mutualism is an often-complex positive interaction involving multiple species, 

each of which responds independently to varying environmental conditions. Temperature 

is a key abiotic factor that varies among and within habitats and can affect species both 

directly (e.g., physiological tolerances) and indirectly (e.g., via its effects on interactions 

with consumers, competitors, and mutualists). Although there is a long and rich history of 

research on the consequences of temperature for individual organisms (Angiletta 2009), 

the effects of temperature on the formation, dissolution, and success of species 

interactions remain poorly understood. Given the ubiquity of mutualism and its key role 

in ecosystem functions (Kiers et al. 2010), understanding these effects is of great concern 

in a world expected to grow rapidly warmer in the future (Davis et al. 1998; Tylianakis et 

al. 2008; Traill et al. 2010; Warren & Bradford 2014). In this dissertation I ask, what are 

the consequences of temperature for participants in an ant-plant protection mutualism? 

How does the thermal ecology of individual species affect the interaction? 

 

Thermal Ecology 

All organisms must respond to spatial and temporal temperature fluctuations 

across a heterogeneous environment (Angilletta 2009). Species often differ in their 

thermal ecology, the combined physiological, behavioral, and ecological response to 
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temperature. There are multiple measures of a species’ performance in response to 

temperature (Fig. 1).  

 

Figure 1: Hypothetical performance curves show common measures of a species’ a) 

physiological and b) behavioral (e.g., abundance) responses to temperature. The shape 

and dimensions of the response curves vary among species. Thermal ecology measures 

include a) the temperature below (critical thermal minimum) or above (critical thermal 

maximum) which a species cannot survive and the temperature at which physiological 

performance is maximized (maximum performance temperature). Behavioral responses, 

for example b) abundance (the number of individuals), may include the temperatures 

below (lower thermal limit) or above (upper thermal limit) which a species is no longer 

active, the temperature at which activity is maximized (maximum abundance 

temperature), and the range of temperatures across which a species is active.  

 

The unique ways in which different species respond likely play a role in 

structuring the composition of communities. Environmental heterogeneity, including the 
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thermal environment, can promote coexistence when species exploit resources in various 

ways (Palmer et al. 2003), such as by occupying different thermal niches (Beitinger & 

Magnuson 1975; Cerda et al. 1998a, 1998b; Bestelmeyer 2000; Buckley & Roughgarden 

2005). Species can avoid competition by occupying less favorable, more stressful thermal 

niches using unique behavioral techniques (e.g., running fast at high temperatures), 

differential habitat use, or by being more physiologically tolerant of extreme 

temperatures.  

 

Mutualism and temperature 

Many mutualisms involve multiple species, or interacting guilds (Stanton 2003). 

In these mutualisms, species potentially interact with partner species that vary in multiple 

characteristics. Mutualists are quite sensitive to both partner quantity and partner quality 

(e.g., their effectiveness at performing a beneficial task). In protection mutualisms (those 

in which mutualists defend their partners from enemies, such as herbivores or 

competitors, usually in return for a food reward; Bronstein 1998), competitive dominance 

may be related to mutualist quality (Ness et al. 2006); more aggressive competitors tend 

to be more aggressive towards their partners’ enemies as well (Buckley & Gullan 1991; 

Madden & Young 1992; Palmer & Brody 2007; Martins 2010; Novgorodova & 

Gavrilyuk 2012), translating into increased mutualistic effectiveness of the superior 

competitors. These superior competitors are likely able to obtain the highest quality 

resources under less stressful conditions (Lach et al. 2010), such as at moderate 

temperatures. In a heterogeneous thermal environment, we can therefore hypothesize that 
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partners should be better defended at more moderate temperatures, as more effective 

mutualistic defenders will be present at those temperatures. Conversely, partners should 

be less well-defended at extreme high or low temperatures, as less effective mutualist 

partners will be abundant at those temperatures. 

 

Ant-plant protection mutualisms: a tradeoff between dominance and thermal tolerance 

Mutualisms between ants and plants are common across a variety of habitats 

worldwide (Rico-Gray & Oliveira 2007; Oliver et al. 2008), which differ in thermal 

range, fluctuation, and seasonality. There is abundant evidence that temperature is a 

major factor determining ant behavior and activity (e.g., Holway et al. 2002; Bucy & 

Breed 2006; Meisel 2006; Azcarate et al. 2007; Dunn et al. 2007). In light of ants’ well-

studied and predictable responses to temperature, ant-plant interaction networks provide 

excellent systems for studying thermal ecology (Heil & McKey 2003). In ant-plant 

protection mutualisms, each of the participants (ants, plants, and enemies) likely has a 

unique response to temperature.  

Ant defenders vary from highly effective aggressors whose activities against 

herbivores result in reduced damage to plant tissue and reproductive structures, to 

ineffective free-loaders that do not reduce damage (Marazzi et al. 2013). A quantitative 

review of ant-plant protection interactions conducted by Chamberlain & Holland (2009) 

found that these interactions are usually positive, although the magnitude of the positive 

effects varies with the biotic and abiotic environment. Research has documented a 

tradeoff between behavioral dominance (an ant species’ ability to aggressively obtain 
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resources) and thermal tolerance in some ant communities (e.g., Cerda et al. 1998b; 

Bestelmeyer 2000). If less aggressive (and thus less effective) ant species are more 

thermally tolerant, the probability of interacting with a less effective mutualist may 

increase with temperature, decreasing the magnitude of the positive effects of the 

interaction for the plant at high temperatures.  

Temperature likely also affects the production of food reward. Extrafloral nectar 

often serves as a food reward to entice mutualistic partners; it is produced in over one 

hundred plant families (González-Teuber & Heil 2009; Marazzi et al. 2013). The quality 

of the reward can affect the quality of the mutualistic partners it attracts (Heil et al. 2009, 

2013; Rudolph & Palmer 2013). For example, Heil et al. (2013) reported that Acacia 

species that produce high extrafloral nectar rewards are colonized primarily by 

mutualistic ant species, compared to low-reward Acacias, which were often colonized by 

non-defending ant species. The production of extrafloral nectar responds to both biotic 

influences, such as damage from herbivores (Ness 2003; Pulice & Packer 2008) and plant 

characteristics such as age, as well as abiotic influences, such as temporal fluctuations 

(Heil et al. 2000). However, there is little known about how extrafloral nectar production 

responds directly to temperature. Temperature may shape mutualistic interactions by 

affecting the quality of the reward offered to partners as well as the activity of the 

partners themselves. 

Understanding the thermal ecology of plants’ enemies is essential to estimate the 

impact of temperature on the magnitude of the positive effects of interactions with 

mutualistic ants. If herbivores are more thermally tolerant than the mutualistic ant 
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defenders, the consequences for plants may well be severe because herbivores may inflict 

damage in the absence of defenders at high temperatures; however, if herbivores are less 

thermally tolerant than are the ants, the effects of rising temperatures might be mitigated: 

although less-effective ants might be more frequent in a warmer world, herbivores would 

be less abundant there. In general, warmer temperatures tend to increase insect 

development rate, which could result in a higher frequency and abundance of herbivores 

(Ayres & Lombardero 2000) and increased interaction with the plants on which they feed 

(O’Connor 2009). No study, however, has investigated herbivore activity and damage at 

high temperatures in relation to the presence and identity of ant defenders. 

 
Fishhook barrel cactus system 
 

This dissertation investigates the thermal ecology of the mutualism between the 

cactus Ferocactus wislizeni and four of its common ant defenders (Forelius pruinosus, 

Crematogaster opuntiae, Solenopsis aurea, and Solenopsis xyloni) in the extreme 

environment of the Sonoran Desert, USA. The ants are attracted to extrafloral nectar 

produced by the plant and in exchange protect the plants from herbivores, including a 

common phytophagous cactus bug, Narnia pallidicornis (Hemiptera: Coreidae). 

Typically, a single ant species occupies a given plant with predictable seasonal turnover 

in the most abundant species across the study site (Morris et al. 2005). Previous research 

has demonstrated a hierarchy of mutualistic effectiveness among the ants and reported 

that plant reproduction increases with increased herbivore removal success (Ness et al. 

2006). This dissertation describes the thermal ecology of the participants in this 
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mutualism and investigates how it affects the interaction. It also considers the impact of a 

tradeoff between behavioral dominance and thermal tolerance among ants.  

 

Explanation of the dissertation format 
 

 In this dissertation I investigate the consequences of temperature for mutualisms 

via studies of one generalized ant-plant protection mutualism. This dissertation includes a 

combination of research from observational data collected in the field (at the Tumamoc 

Hill Desert Laboratory in Tucson, Arizona), laboratory experiments, mathematical 

modeling informed with empirical data, and quantitative literature review.  

 The document is presented as four appendices. Each appendix is formatted as an 

independent manuscript. Appendix A introduces the ant-plant protection mutualism, 

which is the focus of much of the presented research, and describes the thermal ecology 

and tolerance of the ant species; it reports that plants that reach higher temperatures have 

a higher probability of interacting with a less-effective ant mutualist. Appendix B 

describes how temperature affects the reward produced by the plant and uses a 

mathematical framework to predict availability of reward to ant species in relation to the 

thermal ecology and abundance of each species. Appendix C describes the thermal 

tolerance of the herbivorous insect and reports that its thermal tolerance is higher than 

that of all of the ant mutualists (Sociobiology original publication appended with 

permission; Fitzpatrick et al. 2013). Finally, Appendix D examines the existence of a 

tradeoff between behavioral dominance and thermal tolerance among ant species using a 

quantitative literature review. It discusses the implications of such a tradeoff for ant-plant 
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protection mutualisms given a possible correlation between behavioral dominance and 

mutualist effectiveness based on aggressiveness of a species.  
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PRESENT STUDY 
 
 

 The methods, results, and conclusions of the research are presented in the 

manuscripts appended to this dissertation. The following is a summary of the most 

important findings in this document. 

Appendix A describes the thermal ecology of the mutualism between the cactus 

Ferocactus wislizeni and its ant defenders in the Sonoran Desert, USA. Specifically, it 

describes the relationship between temperature and ant activity on plants and the thermal 

tolerance of each ant species. It reports that temperature played a role in determining 

which species interact as mutualists. Three of the four ant species abandoned the plants 

during the hottest part of the day, but returned when surface temperatures decreased. 

Interestingly, the least effective ant mutualist had a significantly higher critical thermal 

maximum than the other three ant species, was active across the entire range of observed 

plant surface temperatures, and was present on plants that reached the highest 

temperatures. F. pruinosus occupied some plants full-time and invaded plants occupied 

by more dominant species when those species were thermally excluded. 

Appendix B investigates the effects of temperature on production and availability 

of the extrafloral nectar reward produced by F. wislizeni to the ant mutualists. 

Specifically, it quantifies how extrafloral nectar production responds to experimentally-

controlled temperatures and whether the amount of extrafloral nectar available to the ant 

species in the field differs due to the effects of temperature on extrafloral nectar 

production and ant activity. It includes mathematical models that predict extrafloral 

nectar availability to each ant species based on its thermal range, and the amount of 
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extrafloral nectar each ant species could obtain (based on the number of workers 

attending cacti as a function of temperature). It reports that (1) extrafloral nectar 

production was greatest at intermediate temperatures and declined at both higher and 

lower temperatures, (2) ant attendance on plants could be predicted by temperature alone, 

and (3) the least-effective ant mutualist was predicted to receive less extrafloral nectar 

relative to more-effective ant species because it was active at temperatures at which 

extrafloral nectar production was lower and was less abundant on plants. These data 

suggest that rising temperatures would likely reduce the amount of extrafloral nectar 

produced by these plants, and possibly exceed the thermal tolerance of more-effective ant 

mutualists. 

Appendix C, a Sociobiology original publication appended with permission 

(Fitzpatrick et al. 2013), determines the physiological thermal tolerance of the 

phytophagous insect, Narnia pallidicornis, and compares it to that of the ant mutualists 

(determined in Appendix A). It also reports herbivore frequency (proportion of plants 

with N. pallidicornis) and abundance (the number of N. pallidicornis per plant) in 

relation to ambient temperature, ant species presence and identity, and fruit production in 

the field. Narnia has a higher thermal tolerance than all four ant mutualists, and in the 

laboratory can survive very high temperatures. Also, herbivore frequency and abundance 

in the field were not related to the observed daily high temperatures. Plants that were not 

occupied by ants had more herbivorous insects (although there was no apparent reduction 

in fruit set). Therefore, herbivory is likely to continue on plants even at high 

temperatures, including temperatures beyond the thermal tolerance of the ant mutualists.  
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Appendix D presents results from a meta-analysis used to test the hypothesis that 

there is a tradeoff between behavioral dominance and thermal ecology components 

(behavioral and physiological) in ants from many different environments worldwide. We 

provide evidence that the existence of a tradeoff between behavioral dominance and some 

components of thermal ecology may depend on environmental context; it may be more 

important for ant communities in thermally stressful environments. We suggest that 

research in the future should investigate a tradeoff between thermal tolerance and ant 

mutualist effectiveness in ant-plant protection mutualisms. This is because mutualist 

quality is likely positively correlated with behavioral dominance in protection 

mutualisms, because species that are more aggressive toward competitors tend to be more 

aggressive toward their mutualistic partners’ enemies as well. 
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Abstract 

Mutualism is an often-complex interaction among multiple species, each of which 

may respond differently to abiotic conditions. The effects of temperature on the 

formation, dissolution, and success of these and other species interactions remain poorly 

understood. We studied the thermal ecology of the mutualism between the cactus 

Ferocactus wislizeni and its ant defenders (Forelius pruinosus, Crematogaster opuntiae, 

Solenopsis aurea, and Solenopsis xyloni) in the Sonoran Desert, USA. The ants are 

attracted to extrafloral nectar produced by the plants and in exchange protect the plants 

from herbivores; there is a hierarchy of mutualist effectiveness based on aggression 

toward herbivores. We determined the relationship between temperature and ant activity 

on plants, the thermal tolerance of each ant species, and ant activity in relation to the 

thermal environment of plants. Temperature played a role in determining which species 

interact as mutualists. Three of the four ant species abandoned the plants during the 

hottest part of the day (up to 40°C), returning when surface temperature began to 

decrease in the afternoon. The least effective ant mutualist, F. pruinosus, had a 

significantly higher critical thermal maximum than the other three species, was active 

across the entire range of plant surface temperatures observed (13.8-57.0°C), and visited 

plants that reached the highest temperatures. F. pruinosus occupied some plants full-time 

and invaded plants occupied by more dominant species when those species were 

thermally excluded. Combining data on thermal tolerance and mutualist effectiveness 

provides a potentially powerful tool for predicting the effects of temperature on 

mutualisms and mutualistic species. 
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Introduction 

Organisms must respond to abiotic variation both in space, across a heterogeneous 

environment, and in time (Angilletta 2009). Abiotic factors, including temperature, can 

mediate competition among species by determining behavior, physiology, phenology, and 

life history in a way that leads to spatial and temporal resource partitioning (Magnuson et 

al. 1979; Angilletta 2009). Species differ in thermal tolerance, or the range of 

temperatures at which they can survive or perform (e.g., forage, reproduce, develop). 

Environmental heterogeneity, including abiotic factors such as temperature, promotes 

coexistence when species exploit resources in various ways (Palmer et al. 2003), such as 

by occupying different thermal niches (Beitinger & Magnuson 1975; Cerda et al. 1998a, 

1998b; Bestelmeyer 2000; Buckley & Roughgarden 2005).   

Many mutualisms involve multiple species, or interacting guilds (Stanton 2003). 

In these mutualisms, species have the potential to interact with partner species that may 

vary in multiple characteristics. Mutualists are quite sensitive to partner identity (e.g., due 

to critical differences in their phenology or behavior) and to partner quality (e.g., their 

effectiveness at removing a threat of attack). In protection mutualisms (those in which 

mutualists defend their partners from natural enemies, usually in return for a food reward; 

Bronstein 1998), competitive dominance may be related to mutualist quality (Ness et al. 

2006). This is because species that are more aggressive towards their own competitors 
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tend to be more aggressive towards their partners’ enemies as well (Buckley & Gullan 

1991; Madden & Young 1992; Palmer & Brody 2007; Martins 2010; Novgorodova & 

Gavrilyuk 2012), translating into increased mutualistic effectiveness of the superior 

competitors. These superior competitors are likely able to obtain the highest quality 

resources under the least stressful conditions. In a heterogeneous thermal environment, 

we can therefore predict that partners should be better defended at more moderate 

temperatures, as more effective mutualistic defenders will be present at those 

temperatures. Conversely, partners should be less defended at extreme high or low 

temperatures, as less effective mutualist partners will be abundant at those temperatures. 

Mutualisms between ants and plants are common across habitats worldwide 

(Rico-Gray & Oliveira 2007; Oliver et al. 2008), which differ in the range and variability 

of temperatures experienced. There is abundant evidence from a variety of habitats that 

temperature is a major factor determining ant foraging activity (e.g., Holway et al. 2002; 

Bucy & Breed 2006; Meisel 2006; Azcarate et al. 2007; Dunn et al. 2007). In light of 

ants’ well-studied and differing responses to temperature, they provide excellent systems 

for studying thermal ecology (Heil & McKey 2003). In this study, we investigate the 

thermal ecology of one well-studied protection mutualism involving the fishhook barrel 

cactus, Ferocactus wislizeni, and its ant mutualists in the Sonoran Desert, USA. The 

cactus exudes nectar from extrafloral nectaries, attracting a small assemblage of ant 

species. In exchange, the ants protect the plants against herbivores (primarily hemipteran 

insects). Typically, only one ant species occupies any given plant at any given time (at a 

scale of days and months; Morris et al. 2005, Lanan & Bronstein 2013). Ness et al. 
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(2006) documented a hierarchy of mutualist effectiveness in this system based on ants’ 

relative ability to clear herbivores from the plant. 

Surface temperature often varies among plants due to their angle relative to the 

ground, the direction the plant is facing, whether it is in direct sun or shade, and whether 

or not it is bearing fruit. Thus, ants experience a heterogeneous thermal environment 

while foraging among plants and within a single plant (Fig. 1). This suggests that 

temperature should partially determine the behavior and abundance of mutualistic ants on 

the plants they defend, due to the effect of temperature on foraging. Thermal tolerance 

could affect both ant activity (which we define as the number of ants of a given species 

present at a time) on an individual plant and the distribution of ant species across plants 

(quantified here as presence/absence). We predicted that more effective ant mutualist 

species interact with plants primarily at moderate temperatures, and that less effective ant 

mutualist species interact with plants at higher temperatures. To test these predictions, we 

determined (1) the relationship between temperature and ant activity on individual plants, 

(2) the thermal tolerance of each ant species, and (3) ant activity among plants in relation 

to the thermal environment of individual plants. 

  

Materials and Methods 

Study System 

The fishhook barrel cactus Ferocactus wislizeni grows throughout the Sonoran 

and Chihuahuan Deserts, from Mexico into Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas between 0 

and 1500m in elevation (Turner 1995). Blooming typically coincides with the monsoonal 
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rains, beginning in late July and continues through mid-October, with a peak in late 

August (McIntosh 2002). Numerous extrafloral nectaries are positioned on the aureoles at 

the top of the plant surrounding the fruit (see Fig. 1). Lifespan of the plants can extend 

beyond 40 years, and individuals produce extrafloral nectar year-round from the time 

they are 1-2 years old. 

This study was conducted at the Desert Laboratory in Tucson, Arizona, (32.22°N, 

111.01° W), a 370 ha reserve consisting of desert scrub habitat, on two study plots at 

which this mutualism has been extensively studied (Morris et al. 2005; Ness et al. 2006, 

2009; Lanan & Bronstein 2013). Additional observations were made at a patch of similar 

undisturbed desert scrub habitat north of Tucson (32.62°N, 111.17° W). Field 

observations were made in September 2008 and September 2013. This is the time of year 

when F. wislizeni is reproductively active and is potentially most vulnerable to attack by 

insect herbivores, which feed on the fruits and seeds. Average high temperatures during 

this time of year range from 29 to 36°C, with extreme temperatures above 44°C (for 

Tucson, AZ 1981 to 2010; National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association). It is also a 

relatively wet season, with average monthly rainfall of 3-5 cm. 

Four native ant species make up >90% of visitors F. wislizeni nectaries at both 

study sites: Forelius pruinosus, Solenopsis aurea, Solenopsis xyloni, and Crematogaster 

opuntiae (Ness et al. 2006, Lanan, unpublished data). Typically, a single ant species 

occupies a given plant at a given time, with predictable seasonal turnover in the most 

abundant species across the site (Morris et al. 2005). The only exception to this pattern is 

F. pruinosus (discussed in Results). Crematogaster opuntiae is the most frequent ant 
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(measured as the proportion of plants on which a species is active) on F. wislizeni during 

winter and spring months, whereas S. aurea, S. xyloni, and F. pruinosus are most frequent 

during summer and autumn (Morris et al. 2005). All four ant species occurred in high 

numbers on cacti during this study.  

Crematogaster opuntiae colonies have been mapped in detail for one of the study 

sites and their occupancy of F. wislizeni followed for three years (Lanan & Bronstein 

2013). Based on confrontation tests, sampling from individual F. wislizeni that are at least 

10 m apart assures behavioral independence, even if ants on different plants may belong 

to the same large polydomous colony. Colonies maintain nest sites nearby and occupy 

individual cacti for extended periods of time. Long-term census data indicate that ant 

colonies make use of individual F. wislizeni as constant and reliable carbohydrate and 

water resources for months, with periods of rapid turnover when different ant species’ 

activity levels are changing (J.H. Ness & W.F. Morris unpublished data). 

Previous experiments have documented a hierarchy of mutualistic effectiveness 

(Ness et al. 2006). Solenopsis xyloni is more effective at removing herbivores (measured 

as per capita aggressiveness towards surrogate herbivores) than are C. opuntiae and S. 

aurea, which are equivalently effective; all three are much more effective than F. 

pruinosus. Forelius pruinosus is also the least dominant species in staged confrontations 

at baits (Lanan et al. in review).  

 The most frequently observed natural enemies of the plants are hemipterans, 

commonly leaf-footed bugs in the genus Narnia, which feed on fruits and seeds. These 

insects (which we will subsequently term herbivores) are often observed resting between 
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the ribs, low on the sides of F. wislizeni and feeding on plant tissues, including fruits, at 

the crown. Most observations of ants attacking Narnia have been made when these 

herbivores are on the top of the plant, near the extrafloral nectaries where the ants are 

foraging (G. Fitzpatrick & M. Lanan, personal observation).  

 

Ant activity related to temperature 

Observations of ant activity in response to temperature were made on 17-Sept-

2008 and 14-Sept-2013. Both observation days were sunny with less than 10% cloud 

cover. Ambient air temperature was on average 2.5°C hotter on the later date; however, 

there was no significant difference between the ranges of plant surface temperatures 

measured on the two days (ANOVA, F1, 227 = 0.664, P=0.614). Once per hour for each 

plant, surface temperature and ambient temperature were recorded using an Omega 871A 

digital thermometer with a type K thermocouple. Surface temperature was always 

recorded at the center of the plant to reduce position bias. This area is typically cooler 

than the periphery due to shading from spines and fruits (Fig. 1). At the same time, the 

number of ants present on the plant surface was recorded and the crown of the plant was 

gently tapped with a pencil to induce ants to emerge from plant crevices. Light tapping 

causes a short period of increased movement in the ants, but does not cause an increase in 

recruitment to the plant (M. Lanan, unpublished data). Ground temperatures were not 

recorded because they were extremely variable across the complex substrates found at the 

two sites. The location and number of Narnia on each plant was also noted.  
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 On 17-Sept-2008, 6 plants were observed over 6 hr from 10 am to 4 pm. One 

plant was occupied by S. aurea, one by C. opuntiae, 2 by F. pruinosus, and 2 by S. 

xyloni. Forelius pruinosus also visited the plant tended by S. aurea for part of the 

observation period. On 14-Sept-2013, 16 plants were observed over 13 hr from 7 am to 8 

pm. Five plants were occupied by S. aurea, 3 by C. opuntiae, 3 by F. pruinosus, and 5 by 

S. xyloni. Forelius pruinosus also visited the 3 plants tended by S. aurea, 3 plants tended 

by C. opuntiae, and 4 plants tended by S. xyloni during parts of the observation period. 

Observed plants occupied by the same species were a minimum of 10 m apart to 

eliminate pseudoreplication of the same colony (Lanan & Bronstein 2013). The mean 

distance between observed plants was 38.7m +7.05SE for S. xyloni, 19.2m +2.9SE for S. 

aurea, 50.7m +34.6SE for C. opuntiae, and 40.0m+ 10.7SE for F. pruinosus.  

 

Field study of ant thermal tolerance 

Over the course of our observations, ants often abandoned the plants during the 

hottest period of the day and returned when the plant surface began to cool. In order to 

determine the temperature threshold for abandonment for each species, we used logistic 

regression to determine the temperature at which the probability of abandonment was 0.5. 

Logistic functions were fitted to presence/absence data for each ant species, pooled 

across plants. Logistic regressions were carried out for each ant species when it was the 

sole visitor to a plant, as well as for Narnia and F. pruinosus when it visited plants 

occupied by other species. Stepwise logistic regression was used to determine whether 

curves for different species differed significantly from one another. 
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To determine whether the different ant species visited cacti that differed in their 

thermal profile, we compared the maximum temperature reached by plants at mid-day. 

We used a logistic regression model in which maximum plant temperature was the 

independent variable and species of ant visitor was the dependent variable.  

 

Lab determination of ant thermal tolerance 

Critical thermal maximum (CTM) of each ant species was determined in the lab 

using methods described by Cerda and Retana (1997, 2000). Upper thermal resistance 

was determined using a VWR Signature™ Heated Circulator and water bath with a 5-

200°C temperature range and accuracy to +/-0.25 °C. Trials were carried out at 

temperatures from 46°C (the highest temperature at which all four species have been 

observed in the field) up to the temperature at which more than 50% of the ants died, 

increasing by 2°C for each trial. Ten individual ants were used per temperature trial and 

placed in an open container which was suspended in the water bath. Individuals were 

used only once. Surface temperature of the container was allowed to equilibrate to the 

experimental temperature prior to trial and was measured constantly using an Omega 

871A digital thermometer with Omega type K thermocouples. A total of 6 trials were 

carried out for S. xyloni (46°, 46°, 46°, 48°, 48°, 48°C), 7 for S. aurea (46°, 46°, 46°, 48°, 

48°, 48°, 50°C), 10 for F. pruinosus (48°, 48°, 50°, 50°, 50°, 52°, 52°, 52°, 54°, 54°C), 

and 5 for C. opuntiae (46°, 48°, 48°, 50°, 50°C). Worker ants were collected directly 

from the field, then randomly selected for each CTM trial.  
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To determine the CTM, we used logistic regression to determine the temperature 

at which the probability of death was 0.5 for each species. Logistic functions were fitted 

to survival/death data pooled across trials and across temperatures for each ant species. 

Stepwise logistic regression was used to determine whether curves for different species 

differed significantly from one another. To determine the relationship between body size 

and thermal tolerance, we measured the size of the ants after each trial, using calipers to 

measure total body length, from the front of the head to the tip of the gaster, and head 

width at the interocular line. We used linear regression to test for a relationship between 

ant body size (pooled and averaged for the 10 ants in each trial) and CTM as determined 

above. We log transformed body size to meet the assumption of normality. 

 

Results 

Ferocactus wislizeni provides a highly variable thermal environment within and 

among plants for foraging ants. Plants grow angled toward the southeast, such that the 

crown of the plant receives full sun just before noon. Thermal images (Fig. 1) clearly 

illustrate that the sides and crown of cacti that face the sun are the hottest regions. The 

relationship between plant surface temperature and ambient temperature varied with time 

of day (Fig. 2). Plant surface temperature peaked at 12pm, but ambient temperature 

continued to rise until 2pm. The maximum difference between average surface 

temperature and ambient temperature was 12.4°C.  
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Field study of ant thermal tolerance 

The pattern of occupation of F. wislizeni by three of the ant species, S. xyloni, S. 

aurea, and C. opuntiae, was similar over the course of the day. High numbers of ants 

were present in the morning, decreasing until the plant was abandoned during the hottest 

mid-day hours, and increasing again in the evening (Fig. 3 a, b, c). In contrast, F. 

pruinosus exhibited two distinctly different patterns of behavior. First, on two plants on 

which it was the sole ant occupant, workers never abandoned the plant, even during the 

hottest hours (Fig. 3 d). Second, F. pruinosus also visited more than half of the plants 

occupied by the other ant species. On these plants, it was absent or present in only very 

low numbers when the more dominant species were present, but recruited large numbers 

of workers during the afternoon when temperatures began to decrease but the dominant 

ant occupants had not yet returned (Fig. 3 e).  

S. xyloni, S. aurea, and C. opuntiae differed only slightly in the surface 

temperature at which they were likely to abandon the plant, with estimates of 40.9°C, 

43.0°C, and 45.3°C respectively (Fig. 4 a, b, c; Logistic Regressions, Χ2
1=38.098, 

28.545, 24,269, all P<0.001, functions Y=1/(1+e(-16.6+0.406x)), Y=1/(1+e(-11.37+0.26x)), 

Y=1/(1+e(-17.08+0.376x)) respectively). The logistic regression curves for S. xyloni and S. 

aurea did not differ significantly from one another, although the curve for C. opuntiae 

did differ (Stepwise Regression, parameter effects test Χ2
1=4.45, P=0.0348). F. pruinosus 

was present across nearly the entire range of surface temperatures that were observed, 

and no estimate could be made for a temperature at which plants would be abandoned 

(Fig. 4 d; Logistic Regression, Χ2
1=0.094, P=0.759, function Y=1/(1+e(0.58+0.0069x))). 
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Similarly, Narnia herbivores were occasionally observed feeding at the crown of three 

plants, but the range of observed surface temperatures had no effect on Narnia presence 

(Fig. 4 e; Logistic Regression, Χ2
1=1.254, P=0.262, function Y=1/(1+e(4.79-0.079x))).  

 Plants visited by the different ant species differed in their temperature profile. F. 

pruinosus visited plants that reached the hottest maximum temperatures on average, 

while S. xyloni visited plants that reached the lowest maximum temperatures (Fig. 5). 

There was a significant effect of plant maximum temperature on visiting ant species 

identity (Multiple Logistic Regression, Χ2
3= 11.207, P=0.011).  

 

Lab determination of ant thermal tolerance 

The temperature at which individual ants were at a 50% risk of death was 

estimated for each species in the lab CTM trials using logistic regression (Fig. 6). This 

temperature was estimated as 47.9°C for S. xyloni (Fig. 6 a; Χ2
1=47.284, P<0.0001, 

Y=1/(1+e(560.3 -11.69x))), 47.6°C for S. aurea (Fig. 6 b; Χ2
1=33.438, P<0.0001, 

Y=1/(1+e(100.3-2.107x))), 50.1°C for C. opuntiae (Fig. 6 c; Χ2
1=14.511, P<0.0001, 

Y=1/(1+e(70.54-1.41x))), and 53.4°C for F. pruinosus (Fig. 6 d; Χ2
1=16.963, P<0.0001, 

Y=1/(1+e(26.28-0.493x))). The logistic regression curves for S. xyloni and S. aurea did not 

differ significantly from one another (Χ2
1=0.075, P=0.783), but the curves for F. 

pruinosus and C. opuntiae differed from one another as well as from those of S. xyloni 

and S. aurea (Stepwise Regression, parameter effects test, all P<0.001).  

Although the four ant species differed in mean body size (Table 1), body size did 

not appear to be a factor determining the difference in CTM between species. There was 
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a non-significant trend of a negative relationship between ant size (log transformed) and 

thermal tolerance (linear regression, Y = 50.8 – 0.52x, P=0.067). F. pruinosus (n = 10) 

was the smallest ant species and had the highest CTM, while C. opuntiae (n = 6) was the 

largest ant species and also had a high CTM, higher than S. xyloni (n = 5) and S. aurea (n 

= 5). 

 

Discussion 

Temperature is a highly variable factor in an organism’s environment, both spatially and 

temporally. Thermal environment may affect an organism’s physiology, behavior, or 

interactions with other organisms. While much is known about the thermal ecology of 

individual organisms (Angilletta 2009), research on the thermal ecology of species 

interactions remains scant. Ant-plant protection mutualisms, common interactions in a 

variety of habitats worldwide (Chamberlain & Holland 2009; Rosumek et al. 2009; 

Marazzi et al. 2013), provide ideal systems for testing how variation in thermal 

environments alters interactions. Here we have demonstrated that temperature may play 

an essential role in determining the structure of one desert ant-plant mutualism, by 

affecting which mutualistic species interacts with partners that differ in the thermal 

environment they occupy or the thermal niche they provide.  The least effective 

mutualistic ant in this system tolerated and was active at higher temperatures than the 

more effective ant species and occupied plants that were on average hotter.  

The best ant protectors of plants are aggressive and competitively dominant 

(Buckley & Gullan 1991; Lach et al. 2010). The aggressive behaviors used in 
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competitive interactions with other ants (e.g., biting, stinging, mass recruitment) can also 

be directed against the enemies of species that provide them with critical commodities. 

Such aggressive behaviors have been demonstrated in protection mutualisms, between 

ants and plants (as in the system described here; e.g., Ness et al. 2006; Xu & Chen 2010) 

as well as between ants and hemipterans (e.g., Itioka & Inoue 1999; Kaneko 2003). Thus, 

there may be a direct positive correlation between aggressive behavior and mutualist 

effectiveness in mutualistic interactions, especially those involving protection. 

Forelius pruinosus is the least dominant of the four ant species that commonly 

defend F. wislizeni from herbivorous insects, as determined from staged confrontations at 

baits (Lanan, 2010). It is also the least effective at removing those herbivores, and as a 

consequence is associated with reduced fruit set (Ness et al. 2006). Here we have shown 

that F. pruinosus is the most thermally tolerant of the four major ant occupants, is not 

behaviorally limited by the range of surface temperatures plants experience during the hot 

part of the year, has the highest critical thermal maximum of these species, and occupies 

hotter plants than does the more behaviorally dominant species. Forelius pruinosus also 

exhibited two distinct behavioral strategies: it occupies some plants full-time, and invades 

plants occupied by more dominant species during periods of the day when those species 

are thermally excluded. These results suggest that plants that are on average hotter are 

more likely to interact with less effective mutualists, and that a rise in daily temperatures 

will likely increase the portion of the day when only the least effective mutualist is 

present. Furthermore, our results also show that the main insect herbivore in this system 

is not behaviorally limited by high temperature in the field. 
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A tradeoff has been demonstrated between thermal tolerance and behavioral 

dominance in certain groups of animals (Beitinger & Magnuson 1975; Cerda et al. 1998; 

Wiescher, Pearce-Duvet & Feener 2011). Within a guild, behaviorally dominant 

organisms can occupy the highest quality thermal niche, the one in which performance is 

maximized, while less dominant organisms occupy more extreme thermal niches. This 

tradeoff has been shown, for example, in anole lizards (Buckley & Roughgarden 2005), 

bluegill sunfish (Beitinger & Magnuson 1975), and ants (Cerda et al. 1998a, 1998b; 

Bestelmeyer 2000). In the present study, the least dominant ant species relies on its 

exceptional thermal tolerance as an alternate strategy to access plants defended by more 

dominant ant species. A tradeoff between thermal tolerance and behavioral dominance 

(generally measured by aggressiveness) has been demonstrated in a number of ant 

communities, mostly in extreme thermal environments (e.g., Cerda et al. 1998, 

Bestelmeyer 2000, Wiescher et al. 2011). We predict that this will have negative 

reproductive consequences for plants that interact with more thermally tolerant, but less 

dominant, and thus less effective, mutualistic ant species. 

The thermal environment that these plants provide for ants is complex. Among 

plants, microclimatic variability, especially on the surface of the plant where the ants 

forage at extrafloral nectaries, is high due to location in the field (e.g., level of exposure, 

shading by other plants, elevation) as well as to characteristics of the plants themselves 

(e.g., see Fig. 1). Temperatures on the top of the cactus can be affected by the angle of 

the plant itself (F. wislizeni tend to lean, often in a southeasterly direction), by the height 

of the plant, and, at a within-plant scale, by shade cast by spines, flowers, and fruit. 
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Thermally complex environments may mediate ant competition and promote coexistence 

by spatially segregating species based on thermal tolerance (Wittman et al. 2010; 

Wiescher et al. 2011). Ground surface temperatures are extremely variable at the 

locations studied here and likely affect the activity of the ants around the plants, and thus 

on the plants themselves. For instance, ground temperature may be the factor that limits 

the time of arrival of F. pruinosus at plants tended by other ants (e.g., Fig. 2 e). While the 

three more aggressive ant species typically have nest entrances near (C. opuntiae, Lanan 

& Bronstein 2013) or directly below (S. xyloni and S. aurea, M. Lanan, personal 

observation) the plants, F. pruinosus nest in open areas and follow long trails across the 

ground surface to the plants (M. Lanan, personal observation).  

This study suggests that in the extreme environment of the Sonoran Desert, ants 

are distributed among cacti in response to the thermal environment that the plants provide 

(in this case, plant surface temperature) and their critical thermal maxima. This is not 

surprising, as ants, especially less dominant species, in habitats that experience extreme 

temperatures tend to take more thermal risks by foraging closer to their thermal tolerance 

(Cerda et al. 1998, Wiescher et al. 2011). Our results suggest that the range of 

temperature tolerance or critical thermal maximum (or minimum, although it was not 

tested here) may be important in determining which species interact in multi-species 

mutualisms, especially in extreme thermal environments.   

It is important to point out that we have not quantified the relationship between 

temperature and the plants’ need for defense against its enemies. Ants likely only benefit 

the plants in the presence of herbivores (which have been shown to impose a cost to plant 
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fitness; Ness et al. 2006). If the thermal tolerance of the herbivores is below that of all 

four of the major ant defenders in this habitat, then their relative differences in 

effectiveness and upper thermal tolerance will be of less importance, because protection 

will not be necessary at hotter temperatures beyond the tolerance of the herbivores. 

However, the upper thermal tolerance of the dominant herbivore in this system, Narnia, 

is above the temperatures at which the mutualistic ant species are observed on the plant 

(Fitzpatrick et al. 2013). Therefore, there is likely a need for protection even at these high 

temperatures. In addition, Ness et al. (2006) reported higher herbivore abundance on 

plants tended by the least effective mutualist, F. pruinosus, relative to the other three 

species in this system. Because ants remain on plants for extended periods of time, those 

plants tended to by F. pruinosus are likely vulnerable to more fruit and seed damage even 

if herbivore activity decreases at higher temperatures due to their thermal tolerance. A 

comprehensive perspective (Bronstein & Barbosa 2002) that includes activity, 

abundance, and frequency of herbivores across the temperature gradient will be necessary 

to fully understand the thermal ecology of the mutualism. 

Thermal ecology studies to date have largely ignored species interactions, 

especially mutualism. The studies that do relate temperature to mutualism are limited to a 

few charismatic, threatened systems (especially corals and pollinators; Walther et al. 

2002; Hoegh-Guldberg et al. 2007, Tylianakis et al. 2008). In the protection mutualism 

described here, the least effective ant species may be avoiding competition by occupying 

an extreme thermal niche. Thus, rising temperatures could decrease mutualistic benefit to 

ant-defended plants by favoring thermally tolerant but competitively and mutualistically 
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inferior ants. Future work should investigate how thermal ecology affects partner 

distribution and frequency in multi-species mutualisms and how that affects the benefits 

received by the mutualist partners. Even small qualitative differences among mutualist 

partners can have evolutionary consequences over many generations (Kiers et al. 2010). 

It is likely that there are broad and predictable consequences for ant-plant mutualisms due 

to their cosmopolitan distribution and the consistent patterns in ant behaviors and 

response to temperature. Given the ubiquity of mutualisms and their centrality in key 

ecosystem functions (Kiers et al. 2010), this issue is of particular concern in a world 

expected to grow significantly warmer in the next few decades (Davis et al. 1998; 

Tylianakis et al. 2008; Traill et al. 2010). 
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Table 1: Summary of the thermal ecology of the four common ant mutualists that interact 

with Ferocactus wislizeni at the study site. Mutualist effectiveness rank is based on the 

hierarchy as determined by Ness et al. (2006). Mean temperature while active and mean 

plant surface temperature was calculated from measurements in the field. Critical thermal 

maximum values reported here were calculated with data from laboratory experiments 

with field-caught ants.  
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Mutualist 
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rank (Ness et 

al. 2006) 

 

Temp at 

which ants 

abandon plant 

ºC  

 

Temp at 

which 50% 

die 

 ºC  

 

Body size 

mm 

(SE) 

Average max 

surface temp 

of visited 

plants ºC (SE) 

S. xyloni 

 

High 

 

40.9 

 

47.9 

 

1.19 (0.20) 48.8 (1.4) 

S. aurea 

 

Moderate 

 

43.0 

 

47.6 

 

1.17 (0.20) 52.7 (1.1) 

C. opuntiae 

 

Moderate 

 

45.3 

 

50.1 

 

2.72 (0.18) 52.4 (0.6) 

F. 

pruinosus   Low   

Not within 

observed 

temp range   53.4   

 

 

0.72 (0.13) 54.5 (1.2) 

!
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Figures 

Fig. 1 These images show a) C. opuntiae foraging at extrafloral nectaries on the surface 

of a fishhook barrel cactus, b) a typical fishhook barrel cactus (size, angle, direction, and 

spine cover are highly variable among plants) and c) a thermal image of the same plant 

taken with a FLIR T-300 thermal imaging camera. The color scale is shown on the right; 

dark blue regions are the coolest (27.7°C) and light yellow the hottest (48.5°C). This 

photo was taken in the field (Tumamoc Hill Desert Laboratory, Arizona) in late October 

2011 

 

Fig. 2 Ambient temperature (solid line) and plant surface temperature (dashed line) on 

Sept. 14, 2013. Error bars indicate standard error 

 

Fig. 3 The number of ants present over time on Sept. 14, 2013 is shown for a) five plants 

with S. xyloni, b) five plants with S. aurea, c) three plants with C. opuntiae, and d) three 

plants with F. pruinosus (solid lines). The number of  F. pruinosus visiting ten cacti that 

were also visited by the other ant species is shown in e). Average surface temperatures of 

the plants in each figure are represented by a dashed line, with error bars indicating 

standard error of the mean 

 

Fig. 4 The probability of ants (or bugs) being present in response to plant surface 

temperature for a) S. xyloni, b) S. aurea, c) C. opuntiae, d) F. pruinosus, and e) bugs in 

the genus Narnia. Presence/absence data is represented by histograms. The temperature 
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at which there is an equal chance of ants being present or absent is indicated in graphs a-

c. Logistic regression functions are a) Y=1/(1+e(-16.6+0.406x)) (X2
1=38.09, p<0.0001), b) 

Y=1/(1+e(-11.37+0.26x)) (X2
1=28.55, p<0.0001), c) Y=1/(1+e(-17.08+0.376x)) (X2

1=24.27, 

p<0.0001), d) Y=1/(1+e(0.58+0.0069x)) (X2
1=0.093, p=0.759), e) Y=1/(1+e(4.79-0.079x)) 

(X2
1=1.254, p=0.26) 

 

Fig. 5 The maximum temperature reached by plants visited by each of the four ant 

species.  

 

Fig. 6 The critical thermal maximum (CTM) for each of the four ant species, estimated as 

the temperature at which ants have a 0.5 probability of dying. Death/survival data is 

represented by histograms, and the temperature at which there is a 0.5 probability of 

dying is noted on each curve. Logistic regression functions are a) Y=1/(1+e(560.3 -11.69x), 

Χ2
1=47.284, P<0.0001, b) Y=1/(1+e(100.3-2.107x)), Χ2

1=33.438, P<0.0001, c) Y=1/(1+e(70.54-

1.41x)), Χ2
1=14.511, P<0.0001, d) Y=1/(1+e(26.28-0.493x)), Χ2

1=16.963, P<0.0001  
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Fig. 2 
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Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4 
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Fig. 5 
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Abstract 

Extrafloral nectar is produced in over one hundred plant families. It often serves as a 

reward that attracts ants, some of, which then defend the plant from enemies. The 

quantity and quality of the reward can affect the quantity and quality (effectiveness) of 

the defenders it attracts. We tested the effects of temperature on production and 

availability of rewards in a desert protection mutualism, in which a cactus rewards a set 

of defensive ant species that vary in mutualistic effectiveness. Specifically, we 

investigated whether the amount of extrafloral nectar available to ants that defend 

Ferocactus wislizeni differs among species due to the effects of temperature on 

extrafloral nectar production and ant activity. Plants were housed in a climate chamber, 

and extrafloral nectar quantity was measured at multiple temperatures. We used nonlinear 

regression to fit functions to extrafloral nectar production and ant activity data under 

varying temperatures. We then developed mathematical models to predict (i) nectar 

availability to each ant species based on its thermal range, and (ii) the amount of nectar 

each ant species could obtain based on the number of workers tending cacti as a function 

of temperature. First, extrafloral nectar production was greatest at intermediate 

temperatures (Topt = 28.2±0.4°C) and declined at both higher and lower temperatures. 

Second, ant attendance on plants could be predicted by temperature alone. Third we 

report model predictions. Forelius pruinosus, the least-effective ant mutualist, was 

predicted to receive less total extrafloral nectar relative to more effective ant species 

because it was active at temperatures at which plants produce less extrafloral nectar and 

was less abundant on plants. These data suggest that rising temperatures would likely 
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reduce the amount of extrafloral nectar produced by these plants, and possibly exceed the 

thermal tolerance of more effective ant mutualists. The use of mathematical frameworks 

in combination with empirical tests on individual components of species interactions 

enhances the ability to make predictions about the consequences of temperature for 

mutualisms.  
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Introduction 

Many mutualisms involve the exchange of rewards for services. Extrafloral nectar is 

produced in over one hundred plant families, often serving as a reward that entices 

consumers (mostly ants) to defend the plants against herbivores (González-Teuber & Heil 

2009; Marazzi et al. 2013). Protection mutualisms are found in most habitats and are 

extremely common. The quality of the reward can affect the quality or effectiveness of 

the mutualistic partners plants attract (Heil et al. 2009; Rudolph & Palmer 2013). For 

example, Heil et al. (2013) reported that Acacia species that produce high extrafloral 

nectar rewards are colonized primarily by mutualistic ant defender species, compared to 

low-reward Acacias, which were often colonized by non-defending, parasitic ant species. 

Rudolph and Palmer (2013) found that adding a carbohydrate-rich nectar-like solution to 

Acacia stems increased aggressive defense by ants. In addition, the concentration of 

nectar compounds can shape the assemblage of visitors that the nectar attracts (e.g., 

Krömer et al. 2008). 

The production of extrafloral nectar responds to both biotic influences (e.g., 

damage to plant tissue; Ness 2003; Pulice & Packer 2008), as well as abiotic influences 

(e.g., temporal fluctuations; Heil et al. 2000). Extrafloral nectar production is known to 

vary diurnally, seasonally, and spatially. However, there is little known about how 

extrafloral nectar responds to temperature. Temperature may play an important role in 

determining the outcome or magnitude of mutualistic interactions among species by 

affecting the quality of the reward offered to partners, as well as the activity of the 

partners themselves. Temperature is a major factor determining ant activity, and can 
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shape the composition of ant communities based on species’ thermal tolerance and 

competitive interactions (e.g., Holway et al. 2002; Bucy and Breed 2006; Meisel 2006; 

Azcarate et al. 2007; Dunn et al. 2007). 

Ant species can vary from highly effective aggressors whose activities against 

herbivores act to reduce damage to plant tissue and reproductive structures, to ineffective 

free-loaders or exploiters (Letourneau 1983; Marazzi et al. 2013). Competition-based 

screening maintains ant-plant mutualisms by favoring mutualistic species that are better 

adapted to making use of plant-derived food rewards than are exploiters (Heil 2013). A 

quantitative review of ant-plant protection interactions conducted by Chamberlain & 

Holland (2009) found that ant-plant interactions are usually positive, although the 

magnitude of the benefits varies based on the biotic and abiotic environment. In this 

study, we ask: how does temperature affect the availability of extrafloral nectar reward to 

ant mutualists that differ in their effectiveness at removing herbivores? Specifically, we 

experimentally determine how extrafloral nectar production in the fishhook barrel cactus, 

Ferocactus wislizeni, responds to temperature. We then use a mathematical framework to 

predict how the resulting variation in extrafloral nectar production should affect the 

availability of mutualistic reward to different ant species based on each species’ (i) 

thermal range and (ii) abundance as a function of temperature (determined previously 

from field observations; Fitzpatrick et al. in review). Given the ubiquity of extrafloral 

nectar-producing plants and their interactions with ant defenders, it is essential to 

understand how nectar production responds to temperature and how the response affects 

communities, especially in a world growing rapidly warmer. 
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Methods 

Study system  

Field observations were conducted at the Desert Laboratory in Tucson, Arizona 

(32.22°N, 111.01° W), a 370 ha reserve consisting of desert scrub habitat, on two study 

plots at which this mutualism has been extensively studied (Morris et al. 2005; Ness et al. 

2006, 2009; Lanan & Bronstein 2013). Observations were recorded during September 

and October of 2008 (see details in Fitzpatrick et al. in review). Average high 

temperatures during this time of year range from 29 to 36°C, with extreme temperatures 

above 44°C (for Tucson, AZ 1981 to 2010; National Oceanic and Atmospheric 

Association). Average monthly rainfall during this season is 3-5 cm. 

Ferocactus wislizeni, the fishhook barrel cactus, grows throughout the Sonoran 

and Chihuahuan Deserts between 0 and 1500 m in elevation (Turner 1995). Numerous 

extrafloral nectaries are positioned on the aureoles at the top of the plant surrounding the 

fruit. Lifespan of the plants can extend beyond 40 years, and individuals produce 

extrafloral nectar year-round from the time they are 1-2 years old.  F. wislizeni is 

defended by four common (>90% of visitors at F. wislizeni nectaries in the field) native 

ant species at the study site: Forelius pruinosus, Solenopsis aurea, Solenopsis xyloni, and 

Crematogaster opuntiae (Ness et al. 2006; Fitzpatrick et al. 2013). Typically, a single ant 

species occupies a given plant with predictable seasonal turnover in the most abundant 

species across the site (Morris et al. 2005). All four ant species were abundant on cacti 

during this study.  
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Previous research has demonstrated a hierarchy of mutualistic effectiveness 

among the ants and reported that plant reproduction increases with increased herbivore 

removal success (Ness et al. 2006). S. xyloni is most effective at removing herbivores 

(measured as per capita aggressiveness towards surrogate herbivores). C. opuntiae and S. 

aurea are equivalently, moderately effective. F. pruinosus is the least effective at 

removing herbivores, as well as the least behaviorally dominant species (Lanan et al. in 

review). Ant species also differ in their thermal tolerances. F. pruinosus is the most 

thermally tolerant species (Fitzpatrick et al. 2013); its critical thermal maximum (the 

temperature at which 50% of the individuals die) is higher than the other, more effective 

ant species. 

 The most frequently observed natural enemies of the plants are hemipterans in the 

genus Narnia, phloem-feeding insects that also feed on fruits and seeds. These insects are 

often observed between the ribs, low on the sides of F. wislizeni, and feeding on fruits at 

the crown. Most observations of ants attacking Narnia have been made when these 

herbivores are on the top of the plant, near the extrafloral nectaries where the ants forage 

(Fitzpatrick and Lanan, personal observation).  

 

Extrafloral nectar production response to temperature 

To investigate the response of extrafloral nectar production to ambient 

temperature, 10 F. wislizeni were grown in a climate-controlled chamber at The 

University of Arizona. Plants were obtained from a desert plant nursery in Tucson, 

Arizona. They were all a similar size (approximately 20 cm wide across the top) and age 
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(approximately 2 years old). They were not producing fruit at the time of the experiment. 

In natural populations, larger plants produce more flowers and fruit (McIntosh 2002) and 

thus potentially require greater protection. The number of active nectaries (nectaries 

which produced nectar at the time of collection) per plant ranged from 1 to 11. Plants 

were acclimated to the growth chamber and collection techniques one week prior to the 

start of the experiment. During this time they were kept at 26°C. All plants were healthy 

and producing extralforal nectar at the outset of the experiment. The light regime was 

maintained on a 12/12 cycle to mimic the average day light time during the flowering and 

fruiting period from July through October. Watering was also consistent with the average 

precipitation during this period (4.8 cm/mo). Humidity likely plays an important role in 

nectar production and may vary among habitat types with different climates; however, it 

was held constant for this experiment. Plants then received one of five experimental 

temperatures (14, 20, 26, 32, 38°C) in random order, with a day at 26°C in between each. 

The experimental temperatures were chosen based on the average low and high 

temperature from the period of July to October (National Climatic Data Center 2014). 

Plants were exposed to a single experimental temperature for eight hours. The order of 

the temperatures was chosen at random using JMP 2008. Each temperature was repeated 

four times over a total experimental period of 42 days.  

Because extrafloral nectar of this species is viscous and exuded in small 

quantities, we used the wick technique, using absorbent material as wicks to collect 

nectar (McKenna & Thomson 1988), and measured nectar in units of mass. At the 

beginning of a collection period, nectaries were rinsed with a moist swab to remove 
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nectar buildup. Extrafloral nectar was collected every two hours using absorbent 

CleanTips Polyester Alpha Swabs to efficiently remove nectar from the nectaries without 

causing damage. Mass was determined by weighing the swab immediately before and 

after nectar collection. Swabs were then labeled and stored.  

Carbohydrate concentration was later calculated using the anthrone method 

(Umbreit et al. 1972). Sugars were redissolved from the swabs by vortexing the swabs in 

5 mL of boiling water for 1 minute. Then, 2 mL samples of the resulting solution, reagent 

blanks, and a series of sugar standards were placed in screw-cap test tubes in an ice bath. 

Added to this was 4 mL of fresh anthrone reagent (0.4 g anthrone [Sigma Chemical 

Company, St. Louis, Missouri] in 200 mL concentrated H2SO4). The tubes were capped 

and vortexed and then placed in a boiling water bath for 10 minutes. They were allowed 

to cool to room temperature. Absorbance was read on a spectrophotometer. 

The calibrating series of sugar standards was prepared according to the McKenna 

& Thomson (1988) method. Standards ranged from 10 to 1000 µg of total sugar per 2 mL 

of standard. Although sampling methods most likely underestimate the amounts of sugars 

produced by the plant (Morrant et al. 2009), we tested how extrafloral nectar production 

was affected by temperature; therefore, precision was valued over accuracy of sampling. 

 

Temperature effects on extrafloral nectar production 

We developed mathematical models to explore whether the amount of extrafloral 

nectar available to, and potentially obtained by, different ant species that tend F. wislizeni 

differs due to the effects of temperature on extrafloral nectar production and ant 
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attendance. Specifically, we used the models to predict the amount of extrafloral nectar 

(i) available to each ant species as a result of its thermal tolerance and (ii) potentially 

obtained by each ant species, given temperature effects on ant attendance. 

 

We quantified extrafloral nectar production by fitting a Gaussian function to data 

collected in the laboratory on the average amount of extrafloral nectar produced per 

nectary in response to temperature (methods described above). Extrafloral nectar 

production was then described by the following function: 

(1) 

 

where n(T) is the nectar produced at temperature T (in degrees Kelvin), nTopt,n  is the 

maximum extrafloral nectar produced at an optimal temperature Topt, and sn is the 

variability about the optimum.  

 

Temperature effects on ant species 

We used ant activity data reported in Fitzpatrick et al. (in review) to develop models to 

predict extrafloral nectar availability to each ant species. We use two methods to quantify 

temperature effects on the ant species. First, we used the range of surface temperatures at 

which ant species are active on cacti. Second, we fit nonlinear functions to this data to 

calculate the number of ants per cactus as functions of temperature in the field. We use 

Gaussian functions (Eq. 2) and, alternatively, the Sharpe-Schoolfield function (Eq. 3) for 
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species for which the Gaussian function did not yield a significant fit. These functions 

have been commonly used to describe temperature responses of life-history traits (Van 

der Have 2002; Kingsolver et al. 2011) that influence the ant species’ foraging behavior. 

The Gaussian function of ant attendance is: 

(2) 

 

where a(T) gives ant attendance at temperature T (in degrees Kelvin), aTopt  is the 

maximum number of ants per cactus, which occurs at an optimal temperature Topt, and s 

is the variability about the optimum. The Sharpe-Schoolfield function of ant attendance is 

given by: 

(3) 

 

where aTR  gives the number of ants at a reference temperature TR, A is the Arrhenius 

constant describing the decline in ant attendance with increasing temperature, A1 and A2 

are the Arrhenius constants describing the decline in ant attendance with decreasing 

temperature, and T1 and T2 are reference temperatures associated with A1 and A2, 

respectively.  

It is important to note that, for the sake of simplicity, the model ignores ant 

species’ population dynamics. Ant attendance is therefore quantified in the absence of the 
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kind of seasonal turnover in ant species that has been observed in the field (Morris et al. 

2005). Thus, the model tracks ant attendance on cacti that are tended by a given ant 

species over the entire year. The model is, however, amenable to incorporating ant 

population dynamics. Thus, it serves as an initial step towards predicting the exchange of 

benefits under seasonal variability in both temperature and ant attendance (as a result of 

turnover in ant species). 

 

Extrafloral nectar available to, and obtained by, the ant species 

Given the temperature response of extrafloral nectar production and ant attendance, we 

predicted the extrafloral nectar available to, and potentially obtained by, each ant species. 

Extrafloral nectar availability was estimated by quantifying nectar production (Eq. 1) at 

each temperature at which ant species were active in the field. The estimated amount of 

extrafloral nectar each species can potentially obtain was quantified as the product of the 

temperature responses of extrafloral nectar production (Eq. 1) and ant attendance (Eq. 2 

or 3) at the temperatures at which each ant species was active in the field (i.e., n(T) a(T)). 

 

Results 

Extrafloral nectar production response to temperature 

Extrafloral nectar production (mg/h/nectary) responded to temperature (Multiple 

Regression, log transformed y-values, blocked for plant and replicate, R2  = 0.33, P < 

0.0001). Plants with a higher number of active nectaries produced more total nectar. 

Extrafloral nectar production exhibited a symmetric and unimodal temperature response 
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with data providing a significant fit to Eq. 1 (Fig. 1): extrafloral nectar production was 

greatest at intermediate temperatures and declined at both higher and lower temperatures. 

Mean extafloral nectar quantity ranged from 0.004 (±0.003) mg/h per nectary at 14°C to 

0.019 (±0.004) mg/h per nectary at 32°C.  

 

Temperature effects on ant species 

Ant species differed in the average temperature at which they were active (based on data 

reported in Fitzpatrick et al. in review): F. pruinosus (44.8±0.7°C) > S. xyloni 

(38.8±0.6°C) > C. opuntiae (35.9±0.6°C) > S. aurea (33.0±0.7°C) (Fig. 2). Ant 

attendance by C. opuntiae, S. xyloni, and S. aurea was well-described by Gaussian 

functions, with Eq. 2 providing a significant fit to the data (Fig. 3a-c). Ant attendance by 

F. pruinosus, on the other hand, was best described by the Sharpe-Schoolfield function 

with Eq. 3 providing a significant fit to the data (Fig. 3d). This is because F. pruinosus 

exhibited a right-skewed response to temperature, with ant attendance rapidly falling off 

at lower temperatures. 

 

Extrafloral nectar available to ant species 

Extrafloral nectar availability was estimated as the average amount of extrafloral nectar 

produced (Eq. 1) across temperatures at which the ant species were active in the field 

(Fig. 2). Although ant activity in the field was measured in response to plant surface 

temperatures and extrafloral nectar production was measured in response to ambient 

temperature, the two were tightly correlated and thus comparable. All model results were 
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log-transformed prior to analyses to stabilize variances. We found no significant 

differences in the estimated theoretical amount of extrafloral nectar available to C. 

opuntiae and S. xyloni (Fig. 4a; ANOVA; F2,340= 3.191, p = 0.08) or to C. opuntiae and 

S. aurea (Fig. 4a; ANOVA; F2,414 = 2.593, p = 0.11). S. aurea, however, was predicted to 

have access to significantly more extrafloral nectar than S. xyloni (Fig. 4a; ANOVA; 

F2,265 = 8.48, p = 0.004). This was likely because S. aurea exhibits a broader temperature 

range of activity than did S. xyloni (Fig. 2). Conversely, F. pruinosus was predicted to 

have access to the least extrafloral nectar of any ant species (Fig. 4a; ANOVA; F4,615 = 

35.88, p < 0.001). This was because F. pruinosus was active at elevated temperatures 

(Fig. 2) when extrafloral nectar production was greatly reduced (Fig. 1).  

 

Extrafloral nectar obtained by ant species 

The number of ants per cactus differed between ant species (Fig. 3); at their respective 

optimal temperatures, S. aurea was nearly 2.5 times as abundant on a cactus as was C. 

opuntiae (73 ants/cactus vs. 30 ants/cactus, respectively). Assuming that individual ants 

of the different species were able to collect extrafloral nectar at roughly equivalent rates, 

species that deployed greater numbers of foraging individuals to an individual cactus 

were likely to obtain more extrafloral nectar than species that deployed fewer individuals. 

Under this assumption, we estimated the amount of extrafloral nectar each ant species 

could potentially obtain given the temperature responses of extrafloral nectar production 

and ant attendance (i.e. n(T) a(T)). We found no significant difference in the estimated 

amount of extrafloral nectar C. opuntiae and S. xyloni could obtain (Fig. 4b; Kruskal-
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Wallis test; χ2 = 52.7; df = 1; p= 0.90). S. aurea, however, was predicted to obtain 

significantly more extrafloral nectar than can C. opuntiae and S. xyloni (Fig. 4b; Kruskal-

Wallis test; χ2 = 58.2; df = 2; p< 0.001). This was because S. aurea exhibited the broadest 

temperature range (Fig. 2) and deployed the greatest number of workers when active on 

cacti (Fig. 3). F. pruinosus, on the other hand, was predicted to potentially obtain 

significantly less extrafloral nectar than the other three species (Fig. 4b; Kruskal-Wallis 

test; χ2= 132; df = 3; p< 0.001). This was because F. pruinosus attended cacti with fairly 

few workers (Fig. 3) and was active at elevated temperatures when extrafloral nectar 

production was relatively low (Fig. 1). 

 

Discussion 

Here we have shown that both mutualistic rewards and potential defense were lowest at 

the highest temperatures in a Sonoran Desert ant-plant protection mutualism. Extrafloral 

nectar production (mg/h) in the cactus Ferocactus wislizeni was greatest at intermediate 

temperatures and declined at both higher and lower temperatures. Based on extrafloral 

nectar production in response to temperature in the laboratory and the thermal range of 

the ant species in the field (the temperatures at which each species was observed on the 

plants), the least-effective ant mutualist (F. pruinosus) in this system is predicted to have 

access to less extrafloral nectar per cactus than more-effective species (Fig. 4a). These 

results suggest that temperature likely impacts the magnitude of mutualistic interactions 

between ants and plants, especially those that occur in extreme thermal environments, by 
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affecting both reward production and the probability of interacting with differentially 

effective mutualists. 

In order to predict the amount of extrafloral nectar available to different ant 

mutualists, we assumed that individual ants of the different species are able to collect 

extrafloral nectar at roughly equivalent rates. Given this assumption, it is likely that 

species deploying greater numbers of foragers per cactus at a given temperature are able 

to obtain more extrafloral nectar than species with fewer foragers from that cactus (up to 

a maximum number of ants, beyond which all extrafloral nectar would be consumed and 

any additional ants would receive no extrafloral nectar). Thus, ant species may 

compensate for the negative effects of temperature on extrafloral nectar production by 

being active at temperatures near the optimum for production and/or deploying more 

foragers, or by foraging at other resources.  

There are a number of factors that could affect the quantity of reward actually 

obtained by ant colonies during foraging: (i) foraging efficiency, (ii) competitive ability, 

and (iii) direct effects of temperature on performance. Foraging efficiency may differ 

among ant species so that number of individuals and temperature alone do not determine 

quantity of extrafloral nectar obtained. In fact, the impact of behavior and morphology on 

foraging success is species-specific and allows for niche separation in ant communities 

(Pearce-Duvet et al. 2011). Also, more competitive species might spend more time 

attacking intruders, and thus less time obtaining extrafloral nectar. Finally, direct effects 

of temperature on foraging efficiency may differ among species or within the same 

species. More thermally-tolerant ants may be forced to sacrifice foraging time in order to 
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survive at high temperatures. Thus, these models represent a first step towards 

investigating the exchange of rewards in this community.  

Intriguingly, the model predicted that the most thermally-tolerant species in this 

ant community, Forelius pruinosus, obtains significantly less extrafloral nectar than any 

other ant species. There is some evidence to suggest that this deficit might be even 

greater at extremely high temperatures. Ants are known to increase running speed at high 

temperatures as a way to remain active under thermal stress (Angilletta et al. 2008). 

Indeed, F. pruinosus has often been observed running very quickly on the plants rather 

than foraging at nectaries at high temperatures (Fitzpatrick et al. personal observation). 

There may be a tradeoff between increased running speed (to mitigate thermal stress) and 

foraging time and/or efficiency. Thus, if F. pruinosus must increase running speed to 

cope with elevated temperatures, it may suffer reduced foraging time and/or efficiency at 

nectaries. 

We have made the assumption that extrafloral nectar availability to ant species 

translates to the magnitude of benefit to the colonies of those species. This is a standard 

assumption made in studies of ant defense. However, ant species may differ in the 

amount of extrafloral nectar that is collected and returned to the nest compared to the 

amount that they consume while foraging. There are almost no studies that quantify the 

benefits of reward quantity at the colony level, although higher rates of extrafloral nectar 

secretion have been associated with higher survival rates of workers in one plant species, 

Acacia saligna (Lach et al. 2009). An experiment that measures the average rate of 

individuals returning to the nest for each ant species across a temperature gradient would 
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be important to better understand how differential rates of nectar acquisition (by 

individuals) in response to temperature translate into benefits (e.g., reproduction) 

received by the ant species at the colony level. 

A number of factors other than temperature likely play a role in extrafloral nectar 

production in F. wislizeni. The size of the plant is very important because it is an 

indicator of the number of active nectaries on the plant; larger plants likely produce more 

extrafloral nectar than smaller plants regardless of temperature. Other plant 

characteristics, such as age (which is positively correlated with size; McIntosh 2002), 

likely affect nectar production as well. For example, Ruffner and Clark (1986) reported 

that extrafloral nectar production in Ferocactus acanthodes increased with immature fruit 

production. Future research should investigate the complex interplay of these multiple 

factors to best predict reward production and mutualist effectiveness in relation to 

temperature. 

Much remains to be explored about the effects of temperature on mutualistic 

interactions. The complex interplay between direct and indirect effects of temperature on 

mutualistic partners makes empirically testing the interaction as a whole inherently 

difficult. However, the use of mathematical frameworks in combination with empirical 

tests on individual components of the interactions enhances the ability to make testable 

predictions about the consequences of temperature for mutualistic networks. Here we 

show that temperature affects the production of extrafloral nectar reward as well as ant 

behavior, and thus may modulate mutualistic interactions between ants and plants; at 

higher temperatures, the probability of interacting with a less-effective ant mutualist 
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increases for the plant and the extrafloral nectar reward produced decreases. Therefore, 

rising temperatures could potentially decrease the magnitude of the benefit received from 

each of these partners. Ant-plant protection mutualisms are common and widespread. 

Understanding how these, and other, mutualisms respond to temperature will be essential 

to predict the ecological consequences of changing temperature regimes. 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1 Extrafloral nectar production (mg nectar per nectary) as a function of 

temperature (n =5). The black line represents the best fit of Eq. 1. 

 

Figure 2 Temperatures at which each ant species are active: C. opuntiae (n = 245); S. 

xyloni (n= 96); S. aurea (n = 170); and F. pruinosus (n = 105). Plots show medians, 3rd 

and 1st quartile (boxes), and maximum and minimum values (whiskers). 

 

Figure 3 Ant attendance (number of ants per cactus) as a function of temperature. Black 

lines represent the best fit of nonlinear functions (Eq. 2,3). (a) C. opuntiae (n = 19). (b) S. 

xyloni (n = 14). (c) S. aurea (n = 19). (d) F. pruinosus (n = 17). 

 

Figure 4 Predicted extrafloral nectar available to (a) and potentially obtained by (b) each 

ant species based on extrafloral nectar production and ant activity in response to 

temperature. Letters represent significantly different means (Tukey-Kramer HSD 

multiple comparisons). 
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Introduction

Plants exhibit a variety of defenses against the cons-
tant threat of damage from herbivores. Mutualistic associa-
tion with ant species is one such defense. In ant-plant pro-
tection mutualisms, ants are employed as guards against 
herbivores in exchange for rewards such as food and shelter 
(Beattie, 1985; Heil & McKey, 2003; Marazzi et al., 2013). 
Mutualisms between ants and plants are common across a 
variety of habitats (Rico-Gray & Oliveira, 2007; Oliver et al., 
2008). Plants tended by ant defenders often have fewer herbi-
vores, less damage from herbivory, and higher reproduction 
(Rudgers, 2004; Kersch & Fonseca, 2005; Chamberlain & 
Holland, 2009; Trager et al., 2010). 

Plants and insects experience a variety of biotic and 

Abstract
In  North  American  deserts,  many  species  of  cactus  a ract  ants  to  their  extrafloral  nectaries;  
the  ants  ac vely  defend  the  food  source,  and  hence  the  plant,  against  herbivores.  In  ther-
mally  extreme  environments,  however,  networks  of  posi ve  and  nega ve  interac ons  
like  these  are  likely  to  be  sensi ve  to  the  thermal  limita ons  of  each  of  the  interac ng  
species.  We  compared  the  thermal  tolerance  of  a  common  phytophagous  cactus  bug,  
Narnia pallidicornis  (Hemiptera:  Coreidae),  to  that  of  the  ants  that  defend  the  cactus  
Ferocactus wislizeni  in  the  Sonoran  Desert,  USA.  We  used  flow-‐through  respirometry  
to  experimentally  determine  the  thermal  limit  of  the  herbivore  and  compared  this  to  
the  thermal  limits  of  the  ant  defenders,  determined  previously.  In  the  field,  we  recor-
ded  herbivore  frequency  (propor on  of  plants  with  N. pallidicornis)  and  abundance  (the  
number  of  N. pallidicornis  per  plant)  in  rela on  to  ambient  temperature,  ant  species  
presence  and  iden ty,  and  fruit  produc on.  We  show  that  N. pallidicornis has a higher 
thermal  tolerance  than  the  four  most  common  ant  mutualists,  and  in  the  laboratory  
can  survive  very  high  temperatures,  up  to  43°C.  Herbivore  frequency  and  abundance  
in  the  field  were  not  related  to  the  daily  high  temperatures  observed.  Plants  that  were  
not  defended  by  ants  were  occupied  by  more  N. pallidicornis,  although  they  showed  
no  reduc on  in  fruit  set.  Therefore,  herbivory  is  likely  to  con nue  on  fishhook  barrel  
cac   even  at  high  temperatures,  especially  those  temperatures  beyond  the  thermal  
tolerance  of  the  ant  defenders.  The  consequences  of   increased  herbivory,  however,  
remain  unclear.  Mutualisms  are  essen al  for  ecosystem  func oning;  it  is  important  to  
understand  the  thermal  sensi vity  of  these  interac ons,  especially  in  light  of  expected  
increases  in  global  temperature  regimes.
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abiotic stresses depending on the environment in which they 
interact. These include intense competition in the tropics, wi-
dely  fluctuating  seasonality  in  temperate  zones,  and  extreme  
temperatures in deserts and polar regions (Chamberlain & 
Holland, 2009). A commonly measured physiological res-
ponse to temperature is thermal tolerance, the temperature 
beyond which an organism cannot perform life functions or 
dies. Depending on the environment, the focus may be on 
low (Sinclair et al., 2003) or high (e.g., Huey et al., 1992) 
thermal limits. Thermal tolerance has been frequently mea-
sured in insects (Sinclair et al., 2003) and plants (e.g., Nobel, 
1982;;  Nobel,  2003),  as  well  as  in  fishes  (Becker  &  Genoway,  
1979, reviewed by Beitinger et al., 2000), marine organisms 
such   as   bivalves   (e.g.,   Peck   et   al.,   2004)   and   corals   (e.g.,  
Berkelmans  &  van  Oppen,  2006),  and  reptiles   (e.g.,  Angil-
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letta et al., 2009). However, there is scant evidence for how 
interactions among species, as opposed to species considered 
in isolation, are affected by extreme temperatures. Such stud-
ies  are  imperative  to  better  understand  how  networks  of  spe-
cies interactions, especially those in extreme environments, 
will respond to increasing temperatures expected as a conse-
quence of global climate change.

In this study, we consider the relative thermal tole-
rances of ants and herbivores that interact within an ant-
plant protection mutualism in the Sonoran Desert, USA. The 
fishhook  barrel  cactus,  Ferocactus wislizeni, is protected by 
four common ant mutualist species. Typically, only one ant 
species occupies any given plant for a period of days and 
even months (Morris et al., 2005). There is a hierarchy of 
mutualist effectiveness among the ant species (Ness et al., 
2006). The least-effective mutualistic ant species, Forelius 
pruinosis, is the most thermally tolerant and occupies hotter 
plants relative to those occupied by other ant species (Fit-
zpatrick   et   al.   in   review).   Thus,   rising   temperatures  might  
increase the frequency with which plants interact with this 
ant. Because mutualist effectiveness (as measured by success 
at herbivore removal) is positively associated with increa-
sed production of fruits and seeds (Ness et al., 2006), higher 
temperatures could have negative reproductive consequences 
for  the  fishhook  barrel  cactus,  as  well  as  for  other  extrafloral  
nectary-bearing plants in the Sonoran Desert that rely on her-
bivore protection from this same group of generalized ant 
defenders. 

However,   this   scenario   does   not   take   into   account  
whether or not herbivores themselves are responsive to tem-
perature. If they are more tolerant of high temperatures than 
are the mutualistic ant defenders, then the consequences 
for plants may well be severe. However, if herbivores are 
less tolerant of high temperatures than are the ants, then the 
effects of rising temperatures might be mitigated: although 
less-mutualistic ants would dominate in a warmer world, her-
bivores would be less abundant there. To distinguish between 
these two possibilities, it is necessary to have data on ther-
mal tolerances of both ant mutualists and the herbivores they 
deter. We are unaware of the existence of such data for any 
ant protection system. We chose to focus on one abundant 
herbivore, the cactus bug Narnia pallidicornis (Hemiptera: 
Coreidae), which feeds upon the reproductive tissues of F. 
wislizeni.  We  asked:  (1)  how  does  Narnia thermal tolerance 
compare to that of F. wislizeni’s ant mutualists, and (2) how 
does Narnia abundance and frequency change in response to 
environmental factors, including ant mutualist identity? 

Materials and Methods

Study System

The   fishhook   barrel   cactus,  Ferocactus wislizeni, is 
found between 0 and 1500 m in elevation throughout the 
Sonoran and Chihuahuan Deserts, from Mexico into Arizona, 

New Mexico, and Texas, USA. Flowering begins in late July 
and  continues  through  mid-October,  with  a  peak  in  late  Au-
gust  (McIntosh  2002).  The  extrafloral  nectaries  are  positioned  
around the crown of the plant surrounding the fruit. Cacti can 
live  more  than  40  years,  and  individuals  produce  extraflo-
ral nectar year-round from the time they are 1-2 years old 
(Fitzpatrick  unpublished  data);;   this  creates  a  reliable,   long-
term resource for foraging ants (Lanan & Bronstein 2013). 

This study was conducted at the Desert Laboratory 
in Tucson, Arizona (32°13’ N, 111°05’ W), a 370 ha reserve 
consisting of Sonoran Desert scrub. We used two study plots 
within which the mutualism between F. wislizeni and its ant 
mutualists has been extensively studied (Ness et al., 2006; 
Ness et al., 2009; Morris et al., 2005; Lanan & Bronstein, 
2013;;   Fitzpatrick   et   al.   in   review;;   Fitzpatrick  &  Bronstein  
unpublished data). Observational data were collected in the 
field  once  a  month  from  January  through  September  2011.  
Laboratory experiments were conducted from August-October 
2012. August-October is the time of year when F. wislizeni 
produces  buds  and  flowers  and  should  be  most  vulnerable  to  
attack  by  herbivores  that  attack  these  water-rich,  delicate  tis-
sues. Average high temperatures from August-October range 
from 29 to 36°C, with extreme temperatures above 44°C (for 
Tucson, 1981 to 2010; National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Association). This time overlaps with the end of the monsoon 
season, with average monthly rainfall of 3-5 cm.

Four  native  ant   species  make  up  >90%  of  ant  occu-
pants of F. wislizeni at this study site: Forelius pruinosus, 
Solenopsis aurea, Solenopsis xyloni, and Crematogaster 
opuntiae. Typically, a single ant species occupies a given 
plant at a given time. A percentage of the plants are naturally 
unoccupied by ants, which changes with the season. There is 
predictable seasonal turnover in the most abundant species 
across the site (Morris et al. 2005). Crematogaster opuntiae 
is most frequent on F. wislizeni (measured as the proportion 
of plants on which a species is active) during winter and 
spring months. Solenopsis aurea, S. xyloni, and F. pruinosus 
are most frequent during summer and autumn (Morris et al. 
2005, unpublished data). All four ant species were observed 
frequently on cacti during this study. 

There is a clear hierarchy of mutualistic effectiveness 
among the ant species (Ness et al. 2006). Solenopsis xyloni 
is most effective at removing herbivores (measured as per 
capita aggressiveness towards surrogate herbivores intentio-
nally placed on the plant), more so than C. opuntiae and S. 
aurea, which are equivalently effective. All three are more 
effective than F. pruinosus. Forelius pruinosus was also the 
least dominant species, as measured by Colley dominance 
rankings,  which   reflect   the   proportion  of   staged   confronta-
tions won (Lanan et al. in review). The dominance hierarchy 
was: S. xyloni  >  S. aurea  >  C. opuntiae  >  F. pruinosus. 

The most frequently observed herbivores on the plants 
are cactus bugs, Narnia pallidicornis (Hemiptera: Coreidae; 
subsequently, Narnia), phytophagous insects that specialize 
on the phloem of cacti, preferring to feed on reproductive 
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structures such as fruits (Miller et al. 2006; Miller 2007). 
Narnia are iteroparous, with two generations per year. Adults 
overwinter in debris at the base of plants (Miller et al. 2006). 
Juveniles   are  flightless   and  develop  on   a   single  host   plant.  
On F. wislizeni, Narnia are often observed in the ribs of the 
cactus  and  are  attacked  by  ants  when  they  approach  the  ex-
trafloral   nectaries  where   the   ants   are   foraging   (Fitzpatrick,  
personal observation). 

Herbivore thermal tolerance

Individual Narnia were collected from the study plots 
on the day of the trial in which they were used in October 
of 2012. Three individuals were collected each day for three 
days. Individuals were weighed before and after the experi-
ment using an analytical balance (Mettler Toledo NewClas-
sic ML). Mass ranged from 64.6-128.0 mg prior to the expe-
riment and from 28.7-76.9 mg after death. Individuals were 
placed in 10 ml syringes in a climate-controlled chamber (Pelt 
5, Sable Systems International) and allowed to acclimate for 
15 min. The rate of CO2 production (VCO2) was measured 
using  flow-through  respirometry  (FoxBox,  Sable  Systems  In-
ternational). Air was scrubbed of CO2 and water vapor with 
a  flow  rate  of  100  ml/min.  Data  were  collected  and  analyzed  
using Expedata (Sable Systems International). All values of 
metabolic  rate  were  mass-specific  and  used  individual  mass  
measured prior to the experiment, as above. The temperature 
of the climate chamber (32, 36, 40, 42, 44, 46, 47, and 48°C) 
was increased at 60-min intervals, with 5 min of baseline and 
15 min of recording for three individuals at each temperature. 
One of the syringes in the chamber did not record properly, 
so data for only two individuals per trial were collected. We 
decreased the temperature interval at higher temperatures to 
attempt to capture the exact temperature at which individuals 
ceased CO2 production. The experimental temperature gra-
dient simulated typical temperatures experienced in the hot-
test  months  in  the  field.

Narnia frequency and abundance

Narnia   abundance   in   the   field  was  measured   as   the  
number of individuals observed on long-term study plants 
throughout 2011. Approximately 182 cacti were regularly in-
cluded in a census carried out monthly, although the number 
fell slightly over the study period due to mortality. Obser-
vations were typically made between 0600-1100, when her-
bivores  and  ants  were  known  to  be  most  active  (Fitzpatrick  
unpublished data). Herbivore frequency was calculated as 
the proportion of cacti that had at least one Narnia present.

Thermal tolerance comparison

To compare the thermal tolerance of Narnia to that of 
the four ant mutualists, we calculated the predicted critical 

thermal maximum from the recorded surface temperature of 
cacti using the linear relationship between ambient and sur-
face  temperature  in  the  field.  The  critical  thermal  maximum  
temperatures of the ant species were determined using a water 
bath  by  Fitzpatrick  et  al.  (in  review) as the temperature above 
which  50%  of  ants  died.  This  commonly  used  method  is  des-
cribed by Cerda and Retana (e.g. 1997; 2000). The water bath 
method for determining thermal tolerance could not be used 
for Narnia because of the low abundance of individuals in 
the  field;;  the  minimum  number  of  individuals  necessary  for  
this  method  was  not  available  for  the  experiment.  Thus,  flow-
through respirometry was more appropriate for measuring 
the thermal tolerance of Narnia. Plant surface temperature 
and  ambient  temperature  were  recorded  in  the  field  using  an  
Omega 871A digital thermometer with type K thermocouple. 
We then calculated the positive linear relationship between 
plant surface temperature and ambient temperature by com-
paring the observed temperatures recorded.

Statistical Analysis

The thermal tolerance curve for Narnia was plotted 
using the means and standard deviations of VCO2 during the 
15-min sampling interval averaged across individuals for 
each temperature. Sample sizes ranged from 2-6 individuals 
at the different temperatures, for a total of 35 measurements. 
The relationship between ambient temperature and plant sur-
face temperature was determined using previously recorded 
temperatures  in  the  field.  To  determine  Narnia frequency and 
abundance in response to biotic and abiotic environmental 
factors  in  the  field  (time  of  year,  daily  high  temperature,  fruit  
production, and ant species attendance), we performed an 
ANOVA to compare values across months. We performed a 
simple linear regression to determine the relationship betwe-
en the number of Narnia per plant and the number of fruit per 
plant. These data were log (base 10) transformed to meet the 
assumptions of linear models.

Results

Herbivore thermal tolerance

There was a curvilinear relationship between mean 
VCO2 of Narnia  and  experimental  temperatures,  peaking  at  
43°C, then decreasing sharply with further temperature in-
creases (Fig. 1). CO2 production ceased in all individuals at 
48°C. After correcting for the difference between ambient 
temperature (Ta; based on the method for measuring herbivo-
re thermal tolerance) and surface temperature (Pst; based on 
the method for measuring ant thermal tolerances), and using 
the  relationship  between  the  two  as  observed  in  the  field  (Pst 
= 1.49Ta – 8.16), Narnia thermal tolerance was higher than 
for any of the four ant mutualist species (Table 1). 
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Herbivore frequency and abundance

In   the   field,   herbivore   frequency   (P=0.049)   and  
abundance (P=0.013) were both higher on plants that were 
not defended by ants (Fig. 2; ANOVA; R2  = 0.446, F8,71 = 
1.570, P=0.049). After accounting for the effect of the num-
ber of fruits per plant, herbivore frequency was not related 
to ant species identity (ANOVA; R2  = 0.446, F4,71 = 1.099, 
P=0.366, log-transformed proportion of plants with herbivo-
res). Overall, however, Narnia were rare, and the majority 
of plants had none present during any given observation. 
Frequency of Narnia (i.e., the percentage of plants with 
at   least   one   individual)   ranged   from   0%   in   June   to   9%  
in September. Narnia abundance (number per plant) ranged 
from  0-5.  Daily  high   temperatures   in   the  field  ranged  from  
18.3 to 43.9°C; there was no relationship between temperature 
and either frequency (regression; r2  = 0.014, F1,71 = 1.011, 
P=0.318) or abundance (r2  = 0.0001, F1,71 = 0.010, P=0.922) 
of Narnia. Surprisingly, Narnia frequency (regression; r2  = 
0.446, F1,71 = 71.789, P<0.0001) and abundance (r2  = 0.437, 

F1,71 = 56.301, P<0.0001) were both positively correlated 
with the number of fruits produced per plant (Fig. 3). 

Fig 1. The thermal tolerance curve of Narnia pallidicornis. Error 
bars are averages of the average standard deviation across individu-
als and in some cases are smaller than the symbol.

Table 1. Thermal tolerance of four common ant mutualists and one 
herbivore of Ferocactus wislizeni.   Mutualist   effectiveness   rank  
(High, Moderate, Low) is based on the hierarchy as determined by 
Ness et al. (2006). Mean plant surface temperature (Pst ) was cal-
culated  from  measurements  in  the  field.  Critical  thermal  maximum  
values were determined using laboratory experiments and then 
transformed for comparison using the relationship between ambient 
temperature (Ta) and plant surface temperature (Pst) as determined 
in  the  field  (Pst = 1.49Ta  –  8.16).  Asterisks  indicate  values  that  were  
calculated using this formula describing the relationship between 
Ta and Pst.

Fig 2. Change in observed frequency and abundance data over time 
(Jan-Sept 2011). a) Frequency of herbivores measured as the pro-
portion of plants with at least one herbivore observed (ANOVA; R2  
= 0.196, F8,71 = 1.920, P=0.072). b) Frequency of defended plants 
measured as the proportion of plants on which at least one ant was 
observed (R2  = 0.963, F8,14 = 19.343, P=0.001). c) Abundance of 
herbivores measured as the mean number of herbivores per plant 
(R2  = 0.219, F8,71 = 2.213, P=0.038). d) Abundance of fruit measu-
red as the mean number of fruit per plant (R2  = 0.218, F8,71 = 2.219, 
P=0.039).

Discussion

Herbivores threaten the survival and reproduction of 
plants by consuming and damaging plant tissue. In this stu-
dy, we documented that the herbivore Narnia pallidicornis, 
a common phytophagous insect that specializes on cacti, had 
a higher thermal tolerance than any of the four ant species 
that   defend   its   host,   the   fishhook   barrel   cactus  Ferocactus 
wislizeni (Table 1). As we also found that undefended plants 
had more herbivores, these results suggest that herbivory may 
become an increasing threat for F. wislizeni as temperatures rise. 
However, at least at the low frequencies of Narnia present 
at our study site, there was no evidence that the presence of 
Narnia   inflicted  a  fitness  cost  on  F. wislizeni. Indeed, fruits 
were more numerous on plants with Narnia. It is possible 
that  initially,  cacti  with  more  flowers,  buds,  and  fruit  attract  
more herbivores, producing a positive correlation between 
fruit number and Narnia abundance. On the tree cholla cac-
tus (Opuntia imbricata), Miller (2008) found that population 
dynamics of Narnia pallidicornis are determined largely by 
host plant quality, and that increased allocation to reproduc-
tion  resulted  in  more  attack  by  Narnia and a higher rate of 
flower  abortion.  Our  study  terminated  in  September,  a  month  
when fruit are in the early stages of formation. If the study 
had persisted through January, it is possible that the correla-
tion between Narnia abundance and fruit number would have 
reversed, as damage from herbivory might cause a reduction 

Species Mutualism 
Role

Mean Ta 
Termal 
Max. oC

Mean Pst 
Termal Max. 

oC (SE)

Mean Pst. oC 
(SE)

S. xyloni High *37.7 48.0 (0.54) 43.3 (1.6)

C. opuntiae Moderate *38.8 49.6 (0.48) 38.9 (1.6)

S. aurea Moderate *38.0 48.5 (0.54) 26.4 (1.8)

F. pruinosus Low *40.4 52.9 (0.48) 44.4 (1.6)

N, pallidicornis Herbivore 43.0 55.9 -
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in fruit maturation and an increase in fruit abortion. Also, 
Miller (2008) observed much higher numbers of Narnia on 
cacti than in this study, which may account for the difference 
in  findings.  Future  studies  that  measure  seed  number  and  re-
cruitment in relation to herbivory are necessary to accurately 
estimate the consequences of Narnia on cacti reproduction, 
especially at high temperatures when plants are undefended 
by ants.

No  study  to  our  knowledge  has  investigated  herbivore  
activity and damage at high temperatures in relation to the 
presence and identity of ant defenders. In general, warmer 
temperatures tend to increase insect development rate, which 
could result in a higher frequency and abundance of herbi-
vores (Ayres & Lombardero, 2000) and increased interac-
tion with the plants on which they feed (O’Connor 2009), 
as well as with the ants that defend the plants; however, in-
teraction with ant defenders would be lower at high tempe-
ratures beyond the tolerance of the ants. Barton (2011) found 
no direct effect of temperature on grasshoppers, but at high 
temperatures  their  predators  were  forced  to  seek  thermal  re-
fuge,  which  reduced  spider  predation  risk.  Barton  (2011)  also  
found that the predators from warmer study sites tolerated 
higher temperatures. In our study system, the least effective 
mutualistic ant species is a heat specialist that occupies plants 
that are on average hotter than those occupied by ant species 
that are more effective at removing and deterring herbivores 
(Fitzpatrick  et  al.  in  review).  Thus,  plants  that  are  hotter  will  
be defended by a less effective ant defender and consequently 
be vulnerable to increased abundance of herbivores. 

During this study, Narnia frequency (the proportion 
of plants that had at least one individual present) and abun-
dance did not vary predictably with daily high temperatures, 
although no herbivores were present on plants in the hottest 
month of June, and there was very low frequency in July. 
We note that we did not measure Narnia’s activity or feeding 
rate as a function of temperature; it is possible that it beha-

ves differently on hotter days. Also, we studied thermal 
tolerance  in   the  laboratory,  and  field  studies  are  needed  to  
confirm  Narnia’s response to temperature in nature. 

If temperatures continue to rise in southwestern North 
America, as projected by the IPCC (2007), temperatures in 
the Sonoran Desert could come to exceed Narnia’s thermal 
tolerance. Such high temperatures would also cause mortality 
in the ant and plant species. However, evidence suggests that 
in general, species will not be directly threatened by higher 
temperatures, but will instead adapt or disperse (Berg et al. 
2010).  This   suggests   that   species   interactions   are   likely   to  
change in unforeseen ways. For this reason, understanding 
the thermal ecology of species interactions is essential. Given 
that the consequences of warming at the community level will 
likely  be  determined  by  the  complicated  interplay  of  species’  
life history traits, biotic interactions, and abiotic responses 
(Berg et al. 2010), more studies that investigate the direct 
and   indirect   effects  of   temperature  on   interaction  networks  
such  as  the  one  that  links  plants,  herbivores,  and  mutualistic  
ant defenders are necessary to predict changes in response to 
rising temperatures.
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Abstract 

Competition has long been considered a key factor that shapes the composition of ant 

communities. However, the importance of other factors, such as resource availability or 

temperature, has also been suggested. The effects of the interaction between competition 

and temperature on the abundance and distribution of ant species remain unclear. We 

conducted a quantitative literature review to investigate the relationship between 

behavioral dominance and thermal ecology components, including behavioral and 

physiological responses to temperature, across studies conducted in a variety of climate 

and habitat types. We show that ant species that remain active at high temperatures tend 

to be less behaviorally dominant. However, we found no evidence for a difference in 

behavioral dominance among species that are more or less physiologically tolerant (i.e., 

that can survive at higher temperatures). Furthermore, our results suggest behavioral 

dominance predicts an ant species’ (1) upper thermal limit, (2) temperature at maximum 

abundance, and (3) thermal risk, but only in hot environments. Given that ants interact 

with many species in the broader community and likely play a role in ecosystem 

dynamics, these results may have broad implications for communities in a warming 

world. 
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Introduction 

Natural communities are shaped by a complex interplay between biotic and abiotic 

factors that vary in both time and space. This heterogeneity makes understanding patterns 

in multispecies systems inherently difficult. Understanding the role competition plays in 

shaping the composition of communities has been a major focus in ecology, as each 

species may alter the abundance, spatial distribution, and behavior of other species in the 

community. Competition has been considered especially important in shaping the 

composition of ant communities, perhaps because ants often use a broad spectrum of 

resources that strongly overlaps across different ant species. However, the importance of 

competition has also been debated, and the importance of other factors (e.g., resource 

availability, temperature) for species abundance and distribution has been demonstrated 

(Lach et al. 2010; Cerda et al. 2013). Ant systems are useful models for community-scale 

studies because ants are diverse and geographically widespread. Furthermore, they are 

abundant in terrestrial ecosystems, impact many other species, display a diversity of 

lifestyles and behaviors, and are readily observed along trails, at baits and traps, at nest 

entrance and resource sites, and in the laboratory. Consequently, many of their behaviors 

and physiological responses can be easily measured (Hölldobler & Wilson 1990).  

Differential use of a complex habitat is believed to promote coexistence among 

species, including ants. For example, variation in characteristics such as body size (Sarty 

et al. 2006) allows ants to make use of different aspects of the habitat. Thermal 

heterogeneity may also allow for differential use of habitat among ants in the same 

community if species differ in behavioral and physiological characteristics. Species differ 
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in both thermal preferences (the temperatures at which ant species forage), physiological 

thermal tolerances (the temperatures above or below which an ant species cannot 

survive), and behavioral dominance, the relative ability of different species to 

aggressively defend resources (Lach et al. 2010). 

The interaction between temperature and competition has been investigated in 

ants (Wittman et al. 2010), as temperature has been shown to be a major determining 

factor of ant colony activity and foraging behavior (e.g., Holway et al. 2002; Bucy and 

Breed 2006; Meisel 2006; Azcarate et al. 2007; Dunn et al. 2007). In fact, a tradeoff has 

been demonstrated between behavioral dominance and thermal tolerance in certain 

groups of animals; within a guild, behaviorally dominant species occupy the highest 

quality thermal niche, while less dominant species occupy more extreme thermal niches, 

presumably to avoid competition. Such a tradeoff has been demonstrated, for example, in 

anole lizards (Buckley & Roughgarden 2005), bluegill sunfish (Beitinger & Magnuson 

1975), and ants (Cerda et al. 1998b; Bestelmeyer 2000). 

Although a number of studies have investigated the relationship between 

temperature and behavioral dominance in ant communities, the details of the relationship 

remain unclear. There are multiple thermal components (Table 1) that describe a species’ 

behavioral and physiological responses to temperature. Is there a tradeoff between 

behavioral dominance and thermal preference, thermal tolerance, or both? If so, with 

which components of thermal preference or tolerance is there a tradeoff with behavioral 

dominance? For example, Bestelmeyer (2000) reported that species that were less 

behaviorally dominant were active at extreme temperatures and more dominant species 
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were active at more moderate temperatures, while Santini et al. (2007) reported no clear 

relationship between behavioral dominance and temperature at maximum abundance, 

although they found that more dominant ant species were active across a wider range of 

temperatures. Stuble et al. (2012) reported no relationship between behavioral dominance 

and minimum, mean, or maximum temperatures at which ants were active. Wiescher et 

al. (2011) found that less dominant ant species had higher thermal tolerances, were active 

at temperatures closer to their critical thermal maxima (thermal risk), and exhibited 

maximum activity at higher temperatures in hot environments, but not in moderate 

environments. Indeed, these contrasting results suggest that the existence of a tradeoff 

may be context-dependent or may depend on the thermal component considered.  

Does the environmental context (climate or habitat) play a role in the existence of 

a tradeoff between behavioral dominance and thermal preference or tolerance? The 

answer to this question is of particular concern in a world expected to grow significantly 

warmer in the next few decades (Davis et al. 1998; Tylianakis et al. 2008; Traill et al. 

2010; Kiers et al. 2010). Environments that experience extreme high temperatures 

impose thermal stress on ectotherms, especially small-bodied organisms like ants, 

because the high temperatures are near or beyond the physiological limit of the species 

(Cerda et al. 2000). Global climate change will increase the temporal and spatial area that 

experiences such high temperatures (IPCC 2013). Better understanding the apparent 

tradeoff between behavioral dominance and thermal tolerance, and the conditions under 

which the tradeoff occurs, would improve our ability to predict how rising temperatures 
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will affect the distribution and abundance of ant species as well as the interactions in 

which ants are involved. 

In this study, we conducted a quantitative literature review to investigate the 

relationship between behavioral dominance and thermal tolerance among ant species. 

Specifically we test the prediction that ants species that are (1) more thermally tolerant 

(can survive at higher temperatures) or (2) are active at higher temperatures tend to be 

less behaviorally dominant. We also test the prediction that (3) the correlation between 

low behavioral dominance and high thermal tolerance exists only in hot environments 

(those that experience extreme high temperatures and have more exposed habitat). Our 

study includes an analysis of the relationship between dominance and multiple thermal 

components across a wide range of habitats and climate types.  

 

Methods 

 

Quantitative literature review 

We performed a quantitative literature review to integrate data from several studies on 

the relationship between multiple thermal components (see Table 1 for a list of terms) 

and behavioral dominance in ants across a wide range of habitats and climate types. We 

collected dominance and thermal response data from peer-reviewed studies found via a 

Web of Science search, including any studies containing the terms ant(s). We refined by 

the terms dominance, dominant(s), hierarchy(s), and coexistence, and then further refined 

by the terms temperature(s), tolerance(s), limit(s), climate, tradeoff, thermophilic, and 
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abiotic. We did not specify a publication date range. The studies returned by the search 

were published from September 1991 (earliest matching record) to September 2013 (most 

recent matching record as of the time of the literature review). Of the 301 articles found 

that pertained to ants and that included reference to both behavioral dominance and 

temperature, only 18 studies reported data on both dominance and some aspect of thermal 

response. Only 10 studies (80 ant species total) reported data on both behavioral 

dominance and at least one thermal component in the same study and included 3 or more 

ant species (see Table 2 for details). Studies that included fewer than 3 ant species were 

omitted, because we performed analyses using a 3-level comparison of low, medium, and 

high thermal tolerance and behavior. 

Dominance generally may refer to either ecological or behavioral characteristics 

of ant species. We define behavioral dominance as the ability to aggressively defend 

resources when competing with sympatric ant species. We used the percentage of 

interactions won when in competition at food baits because it was the most common 

measure reported among the studies included in the analysis. This measurement of 

behavioral dominance refers to the percentage of interspecific encounters in which one 

species caused expulsion of another species from a resource site (often baits); it may 

include displaying agonistic behaviors against another species, such as biting, stinging, or 

charging (Fellers 1987, Bestelmeyer 1997, Cerda et al. 1997). The percentage of 

interactions won does not necessarily account for the fact that if species don’t encounter 

each other they can’t be ranked against one another, which could affect dominance 

scores. For example, a species that wins a high percentage of interactions might only be 
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interacting with much less dominant species. For a brief review of dominance hierarchies 

in the literature see Cerda et al. 2013. Alternate methods have been used to measure the 

linearity of dominance hierarchies and to account for relative competitive strengths of 

species encountered (e.g., Lebrun & Feener 2007; Feener et al. 2008; Wiescher et al. 

2011); however, these were not commonly used in our sample of ant studies, and 

therefore could not be used in this analysis. There are multiple benefits of using the 

percentage of interactions won: it permits quantitative measurement of the differences in 

dominance, it is standardized for comparison across studies, and it represents how species 

behave in the field when in competition for resources. 

Authors often use the term thermal tolerance to refer to both behavioral and 

physiological responses to temperature. We promote the use of the term thermal ecology 

when referring to both types of responses and suggest that authors instead only use 

thermal tolerance to refer to physiological responses. This is an especially important 

distinction for research that investigates how species respond not only to temperature, but 

to other biotic and abiotic factors as well. Organisms have the potential to change 

behavior quickly in response to abrupt changes in temperature, competition, or resource 

availability, while physiological limits are much more static and are more likely to 

change through evolutionary processes. Here, we use thermal behavior and thermal 

tolerance separately and thermal ecology when referring to both. 

We included data only from studies that directly measured surface temperature at 

baits, traps, trails, or using laboratory methods, such as hot plates. Although ambient 

temperature is often highly correlated with ground temperature, slight differences in 
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substrate or shading can have a large effect on surface temperature (Angilletta 2009). 

There is abundant evidence that surface temperature is a major factor determining ant 

foraging activity (e.g., Holway et al. 2002; Bucy and Breed 2006; Meisel 2006; Azcarate 

et al. 2007).  

Multiple thermal components were considered (Table 1). The relationships among 

them are displayed in Figure 1. In any given analysis we pooled data that was collected 

using similar methodology. Thermal preference data were collected by observing ant 

species foraging in the field. Thermal tolerance data were collected using hot plates or 

heat baths (each of which experimentally controls surface temperature). 

Studies were conducted in desert, steppe, Mediterranean, subtropical, and tropical 

climate zones. They encompassed habitat characteristics of grasslands, shrubs, forests, 

and disturbed areas (such as agricultural lands). If authors pooled dominance or thermal 

data from multiple habitats, habitat type was categorized as “mixed”. Temperatures may 

vary greatly among different environments. High temperatures experienced in a typically 

moderate environment, such as a temperate forest in summer months, might not be 

comparably ‘high’ in an extreme environment, such as a desert. Therefore, climate types 

were grouped into three categories based on shared thermal characteristics. This allowed 

us to pool species from environments with similar temperature regimes for increased 

statistical power. Thermal stress imposed by an environment (low or high) for the 

purposes of this analysis was determined using annual climate trends for the area of 

study; in reality, ants respond to temperature variability and fluctuation daily and 

seasonally (Lach et al. 2010). Ant species display a variety of life histories and activity 
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patterns (e.g., diurnal vs. nocturnal) and use different resources; these differences among 

species likely play an important role in responses to competition and temperature 

(Hölldobler & Wilson 1990). 

Desert and Mediterranean climate types were pooled into a ‘hot environments’ 

category because environments that experience relatively high temperatures are 

considered thermally stressful for ectotherms (Cerda et al. 2000; Huey et al. 2013). 

Relatively high temperatures characterized both desert and Mediterranean climate types. 

Steppe, subtropical, and tropical climate types were pooled into a ‘moderate 

environments’ category and were characterized by more moderate temperatures. 

Although tropical climates often experience high air temperatures, surface temperatures 

that ants experience are often lower because of forest cover (except in forest gaps).  

 Few studies have investigated humidity-related effects on ant activity and 

competition among species. Temperature and humidity (as well as soil moisture) are 

interdependent (Cerda et al. 2013), so many studies focus on temperature effects alone. 

The lack of data on humidity prevents us from including it in this analysis. We note that 

there are distinctions between temperature regimes and precipitation regimes among 

climate types that were grouped in this analysis. The steppe climate type can be 

characterized by typically hot or cold temperatures. ‘Cold’ temperature ranges 

characterized the steppe climate included in this analysis. Climate types were labeled 

based on terminology used in the studies included in the analysis. For example, the 

Mediterranean climate type was used by studies in areas of the northwestern United 

States as well as in Southern Spain and was typified by arid summers and high 
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temperatures. The Mediterranean climate type, while commonly used, is not classified 

using the Köppen-Geiger system (a widely used climate zone classification system; 

Köppen 1936; Peel et al. 2007). However, the characteristic of interest (hot versus 

moderate temperature regime) for this analysis remains consistent. 

 

Results 

Ant systems included in the study 

The 80 ant species from 10 studies were pooled for analyses. Ant species from different 

climate types differed in their upper thermal limits (ANOVA, F3,42 = 4.32, p = 0.010; Fig. 

2c) and their critical thermal maxima (F4,54 = 16.24, p<0.0001; Fig. 2a), but not in the 

temperatures at maximum abundance. There were not enough species from different 

climate types with reported minimum thermal limits or thermal breadths to test for a 

difference among climate types. Ant species from different habitats also differed in their 

critical thermal maxima (ANOVA, R2 = 0.349, F3,54 = 9.11, p<0.0001; Fig. 2b), but not in 

their upper thermal limits (ANOVA, R2 = 0.103, F3,42 = 1.49, p = 0.233; Fig. 2d). There 

was no difference in temperatures at maximum abundance or upper thermal limits (Fig. 

2d) among different habitats. There were not enough species from different habitats with 

reported thermal breadth values to test for a difference.  

 

Thermal Traits 

There was a strong positive relationship across ant species between thermal limit and 

critical thermal maximum (simple linear regression, slope = 1.14, R2 = 0.696, F1,33 = 
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73.09, p<0.0001), as well as between temperature at maximum abundance and critical 

thermal maximum (slope = 1.23, R2 = 0.657, F1,39 = 73.74, p<0.0001). These results 

indicate that ant species with higher average physiological thermal tolerances foraged at 

maximum abundance and remained foraging in the field at higher temperatures.  

 

Behavioral dominance and thermal behavior 

One-way ANOVA was used to test the prediction that species that were active at higher 

temperatures were less likely to be dominant. Species that had higher upper thermal 

limits had lower mean behavioral dominance (pooled sample of all species, R2 = 0.29, 

F2,42 = 7.99, p = 0.001). However, when species were separated into climate types 

characterized by moderate or high temperatures, this relationship was only present in hot 

environments (Table 3; Fig. 3). Species that foraged at (based on maximum abundance) 

higher temperatures were less dominant than species that foraged at lower temperatures 

in hot environments (R2 = 0.21, F2,=38 = 4.82, p = 0.014); however, there was no 

difference in the pooled sample of all species (R2 = 0.03, F2,59 = 0.84, p = 0.438) or 

among species from moderate environments (R2 = 0.03, F2,19 = 0.23, p = 0.800). 

 

We also performed a Chi-square test on the association between behavioral dominance 

and thermal behavior. Unlike the ANOVA used above, this method allowed us to 

examine differences in expected and observed frequencies among categories. Species 

were assigned to ordinal categories of low, medium, or high behavioral dominance by 

determining the range of percentage interactions won reported by a study, splitting that 
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range into thirds, and then assigning a species to a dominance category based on the third 

that it fell into. This was more appropriate than ranking the species within each study 

because studies differed in the number of ant species included. Also, this method allowed 

for ties (the same percentage of interactions won) or varying distribution of dominants 

and subdominants among studies. There was no association between behavioral 

dominance and temperature at maximum abundance (χ2 = 4.30, n = 60, p = 0.367) or 

thermal risk (χ2 = 3.49, n = 40, p = 0.478). There was an association between behavioral 

dominance and upper thermal limit (χ2 = 14.50, n = 43, p = 0.006) as well as critical 

thermal maximum (χ2 = 9.43, n = 55, p = 0.051). No species with high thermal limits 

were also highly dominant (Fig. 4a). More species (23%) were highly dominant and 

displayed moderate thermal limits, than any other combination of behavioral dominance 

and thermal limit categories (Fig. 4a).  

 

Behavioral dominance and thermal tolerance 

There was no difference in mean behavioral dominance among species with low, 

moderate, or high critical thermal maxima (ANOVA, R2 = 0.11, F2,39 = 2.35, p = 0.109; 

Table 3). Species that were most active at temperatures closer to their physiological limit 

were less dominant in hot environments (R2 = 0.22, F2,29 = 7.99, p = 0.032; Fig. 3). 

However, there was no difference in mean behavioral dominance among species that 

displayed low, moderate, or high thermal risk values in the pooled sample of all species 

(R2 = 0.11, F2,39 = 7.99, p = 0.109) or among species from moderate environments (R2 = 

0.19, F2,9 = 7.99, p = 0.475). 
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A Chi-square test (as done above with thermal behavior categories) pointed to an 

association between behavioral dominance and critical thermal maximum (χ2 = 9.43, n = 

55, p = 0.032); however, there was no association between behavioral dominance and 

thermal risk (χ2 = 3.49, n = 40, p = 0.478). Very few species with high critical thermal 

maxima were highly dominant (4%; Fig. 4b). Most highly dominant species had either 

low (22%) or moderate (16%) critical thermal maxima (Fig. 4b). 

 

Discussion 

Complexity and heterogeneity of biotic and abiotic factors makes understanding the 

underlying patterns and processes that play a role in structuring natural communities 

difficult. The effects of the interaction between competition and temperature, two highly 

important factors in the structuring of ant communities, remain unclear (Lach et al. 2010; 

Cerda et al. 2013). In this study, we performed a quantitative literature review to test the 

generality of the tradeoff across 80 ant species from 10 studies conducted in different 

environments. We show that ant species that are active at higher temperatures tend to be 

less behaviorally dominant; however, there we found no evidence of an relationship 

between behavioral dominance and thermal tolerance (the ability to survive at higher 

temperatures). Also, we found that the correlations between low behavioral dominance 

and (1) high thermal limits, (2) maximum abundance temperatures, and (3) thermal risk 

exist only in hot environments (those that experience extreme high temperatures).  
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Behavioral dominance and thermal behavior 

Our results are consistent with the prediction that ant species that remain active at 

high temperatures tend to be less behaviorally dominant. By being active at thermally 

risky temperatures, species that are less successful at defending resources may avoid 

competition with more behaviorally dominant ants, which are less abundant at high 

temperatures. The difference in behavioral dominance among species with high thermal 

limits compared to species with low or moderate thermal limits existed in both moderate 

and hot environments. However, we found a difference in behavioral dominance among 

species with maximum abundance at different temperatures in hot environments, but not 

in moderate environments. This suggests that more behaviorally dominant ant species 

from hot environments prefer to forage at lower temperatures and discontinue foraging 

when temperatures become close to their upper thermal limits.  

 

Behavioral dominance and thermal tolerance 

We did not find evidence for a correlation between behavioral dominance and critical 

thermal maximum (a measurement of the upper physiological thermal tolerance). We did, 

however, find evidence that species that displayed maximum abundance at temperatures 

closer to their critical thermal maximum (thermal risk) tended to be less dominant than 

species that displayed maximum abundance temperatures farther from their critical 

thermal maxima in hot environments. This suggests that in environments that experience 

higher temperatures ant species that are less dominant can take advantage of temperatures 
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at which more dominant and less tolerant species are absent by continuing to forage very 

close to their upper thermal tolerance. 

 

Implications for protection mutualisms 

Many ants are involved in mutualistic interactions with plants in which they 

defend the plant from herbivores in exchange for a reward (Marazzi et al. 2013). We 

suggest that future research should investigate the relationship between behavioral 

dominance and thermal tolerance among mutualistic ant species involved in protection 

mutualisms. A quantitative literature review of the context dependency of ant-plant 

mutualisms found that the environment is likely to affect the magnitude of the mutualistic 

benefit to the plants, based on latitude and climate type (Chamberlain & Holland 2009); 

however, the mechanism underlying the trend was not determined. Of the ant species 

included in this analysis, 67% of the species have been reportedly involved in mutualistic 

interactions with plants (based on a literature review of the ant species included in this 

study). Of the reported mutualist ant species, approximately 52% of them were protection 

mutualists. Given the relationship between behavioral dominance and thermal behavior 

demonstrated in this quantitative literature review, we predict that mutualistic benefit 

may be affected by thermal environment. This is because mutualist quality is likely to be 

positively correlated with behavioral dominance, because species that are more 

aggressive towards competitors tend to be more aggressive towards their mutualistic 

partners’ enemies as well (Buckley & Gullan 1991; Madden & Young 1992; Palmer & 

Brody 2007; Martins 2010; Novgorodova & Gavrilyuk 2012). 
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We hypothesize that plants that interact with ant mutualists should be better 

defended at more moderate temperatures, as more dominant and effective mutualistic 

partners will be present at those temperatures. Conversely, plants should be less defended 

at high temperatures, as less dominant and effective mutualist partners will be active at 

those temperatures. For example, in the ant-plant mutualism between the fishhook barrel 

cactus, Ferocactus wislizeni, and multiple species of ant defenders in the Sonoran Desert, 

the least-effective ant defender is the most thermally tolerant and is active at high 

temperatures, suggesting that the plants are more likely to interact with a low-quality 

mutualist at high temperatures (Fitzpatrick et al. 2013). If ant species that are more 

thermally tolerant are less behaviorally dominant, and thus less effective mutualists, there 

could be negative consequences for many plant species that rely on ants for defense from 

enemies, especially in hot environments and a warming world, because the probability of 

interacting with a less-effective mutualist may increase both across space and time with 

increasing temperature. 

 

Conclusion 

As temperatures rise due to climate warming, species are likely to be forced to restrict 

their activity to times of the day or seasons when temperatures are within their thermal 

tolerance limits, or change behavior to make use of thermal refuges (Sunday et al. 2014). 

Not only will a restriction likely incur costs associated with a reduction in resource 

acquisition because the time or space that an ant species can forage will decrease, the 

costs will likely be felt disproportionately depending on the competitive abilities of the 
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species and the environment in which it occurs. Warming has been demonstrated to 

reduce thermal niche space in some species, causing increased competition (Diamond et 

al. 2013). If behaviorally dominant ant species are unable to shift their foraging activity 

(behaviorally or physiologically) to higher temperatures they may be excluded, especially 

from hot environments, and the frequency and abundance of less dominant but more 

thermally tolerant ant species may increase. In a warming world the composition of ant 

communities will likely depend on behavioral and physiological plasticity of species’ as 

well as their ability for to adapt in response to changing environments. 
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Table 1 Definition of terms used in this analysis. “Temperature” refers to surface 

temperature in all cases. Ant activity in the field includes observations made at baits, in 

pitfall traps, or along trails and varied depending on the study. 

 

Term Definition/Explanation

Behavioral Dominance 
(Percentage Interactions 
Won)

The percentage of interspecific encounters in which one species caused expulsion 
of another species. This may include displaying agonistic behaviors against another 
species, such as biting, stinging, or charging. (Fellers 1987, Bestelmeyer 1997, 
Cerda et al. 1997)

Thermal preference Any thermal component that describes observed ant activity in the field.

Thermal tolerance Any thermal component that describes physiological responses to temperature in 
the laboratory.

Lower Thermal Limit °C The lowest temperature below which ants are not observed in the field.

Maximum abundance 
temperature (ºC)

The mean temperature at maximum ant activity, at which the highest number of 
ants was observed in the field (at baits, in traps, or along trails).

Upper Thermal Limit 
(ºC)

The temperature above which ants are not observed in the field.

Critical Thermal 
Maximum (ºC)

The temperature at which 50% or more of the ants die after up to 10 minutes of 
exposure (exact time of exposure differs among studies and ranges from 1-10 
minutes).

Thermal Risk (ºC)

An estimate of how close to or far an ant species' maximum foraging temperature is 
from its physiological thermal tolerance (Cerda et al. 2012). Measured as the 
difference between maximum abundance temperature and critical thermal 
maximum. 

Thermal Range The range of temperatures at which ants are active (the number of ants present > 0) 
in the field.

Thermal Breadth
The difference between the maximum temperature at which ants are active (the 
number of ants > 0) and the minimum temperature at which ants are active in the 
field.
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Table 2 A description of the number of ant species used for analyses between behavioral 

dominance and thermal components, including in climate and habitat types. The number 

of studies that provided the ant species is also given. Studies included: Bestelmeyer 2000; 

Cerda et al. 2012; Cerda et al. 1998a; Cerda et al. 1998b; Lanan et al. in prep; Oberg et 

al. 2012; Santini et al. 2007; Stuble et al. 2013; Wiescher et al. 2011; Wittman et al. 

2010. 

 

Component
No. Ant 
Species

No. 
Articles

Total 80 10
Dominance Prop Interactions Won 70 9
Thermal Lower Thermal Limit (ºC) 27 4

Maximum Abundance Temperature (ºC) 59 6
Upper Thermal Limit (ºC) 43 5
Critical Thermal Maximum (ºC) 55 5
Thermal Risk (ºC) 40 4
Thermal Breadth (ºC) 20 3

Location Southern Spain 14 2
Southeastern USA 16 1
Pacific Island 7 1
Northern Italy 7 1
Northwest North America 8 1
Western Argentina 9 1
Southwest North America 4 1
Northeast North America 15 1

Climate Desert 4 1
Mediterranean 29 4
Subtropical 21 1
Tropical 7 1
Temperate 15 1
Steppe 9 1

Climate Categories Hot Environments 50 4
Moderate Environments 20 3

Habitat Type Grassland 22 3
Shrub 13 2
Forest 17 2
Mixed 26 3
Agricultural 7 1
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Table 3 Analysis of Variance results for tests of behavioral dominance (percentage 

interactions won) by thermal components overall, in more thermally stressful 

environments (Hot Environments), and in less thermally stressful environments 

(Moderate Environments). Asterisks indicate statistically significant results. N is the 

number of ant species. 

 

 

R2 F-ratio N P-value
Overall

Critical thermal maximum 0.11 2.35 39 0.109
Upper thermal limit 0.29 7.99 42 *0.001
Maximum abundance temperature 0.03 0.84 59 0.438
Thermal Risk 0.11 2.35 39 0.109

Hot Environments
Critical thermal maximum 0.18 2.98 29 0.068
Upper thermal limit 0.33 6.60 29 *0.005
Maximum abundance temperature 0.21 4.82 38 *0.014
Thermal Risk 0.22 3.91 29 *0.032

Moderate Environments
Critical thermal maximum 0.08 0.31 9 0.740
Upper thermal limit 0.30 2.13 12 0.170
Maximum abundance temperature 0.03 0.23 19 0.800
Thermal Risk 0.19 0.83 9 0.475
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Figures 

 

Fig. 1 The typical relationship between ant activity and temperature. Ant activity may 

refer to the number of ants leaving a colony nest, on trails, in traps, or foraging at 

resource sites (e.g., at baits, on plants) and is often displayed as the percentage of the 

maximum number of ants active. Surface temperature is usually measured (although 

ambient temperature is often highly positively correlated with surface temperature). 

Definitions of thermal components are described in Table 1. 

 

Fig. 2 Thermal traits of ant species in relation to climate and habitat. The box plots 

display the range of critical thermal maxima for ant species in each a) climate and b) 

habitat, as well as the upper thermal limit of ant species in each c) climate and d) habitat. 

Plots show medians, 3rd and 1st quartile (boxes), and maximum and minimum values 

(whiskers). Letters above each box represent the difference between group means 

(Tukey-Kramer HSD). Numbers in each box represent the sample size (number of 

species) for each group. 

 

Fig. 3 The relationship between behavioral dominance and thermal tolerance and 

behavior in hot environments. Asterisks indicate statistically significant ANOVA results 

(detailed in Table 3). The box plots display the range of percentage interactions won for 

ant species with low (1), moderate (2) or high (3) thermal tolerance or behavior. Letters 

indicate statistically different group means (Tukey-Kramer HSD comparison). Mean 
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behavioral dominance across critical thermal maxima categories were not compared 

because the ANOVA results were not significant. Plots show medians, 3rd and 1st quartile 

(boxes), and maximum and minimum values (whiskers). 

 

Fig. 4 Contingency analysis of behavioral dominance and multiple thermal components: 

temperature at maximum abundance, thermal limit, critical thermal maximum, and 

thermal risk. Behavioral dominance categories are displayed as black (low), dark gray 

(medium), or light gray (low) boxes. The height of the box represents the percentage of 

species that are in each behavioral dominance category and the width represents the 

percentage of species that are in each thermal component category (1 = low, 2 = 

moderate, 3 = high). 
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Fig. 1 
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Fig. 2 
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Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4 
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